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Resumo 

Nesta tese apresenta-se a otimização de uma vela rígida, usada na International C-Class 

Catamaram Championship (ICCCC) em Falmouth, 2013. Começou-se por considerar toda a pele da 

vela como estrutural e, numa segunda fase, optou-se por uma solução híbrida, com recurso a tela. 

Todo o catamaran foi desenvolvido e produzido na Optimal Structural Solutions Lda. 

O foco principal desta tese será conceber uma vela rígida com uma performance excecional, 

para competir. Por ser rígida, comporta-se como uma asa, sendo mais eficiente que uma vela 

convencional. Devido aos constrangimentos de tempo, decidiu-se efetuar apenas análises lineares de 

elementos finitos de modo a acelerar run times e reduzir os casos de carga aerodinâmica a apenas um, 

considerado mais crítico (vento de 40 nós a fazendo 45º com a proa). 

A otimização estrutural foi feita com OptiStruct®, usado para definir o laminado da vela. 

Inicialmente, considerou-se que toda a pele seria estrutural, conduzindo a uma solução demasiado 

pesada. Com efeito, a asa é muito comprida, propícia a instabilidade, forçando ao aumento de 

espessura das componentes estruturais. Desta forma, a área de pele estrutural foi reduzida, para evitar 

soluções demasiado massivas. Passámos então a ter um misto de pele estrutural e tela. 

A vela foi construída em fibra de carbono pré-impregnada e, sempre que possível, espuma 

sólida, numa configuração em sanduíche, permitindo um momento de inércia elevado associado a um 

aumento pequeno da massa.  

A pele da vela não se danificou na competição, contudo, futuramente, poderá considerar-se 

análises não-lineares e um envelope de carga alargado. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Palavras-chave: Método dos elementos finitos, materiais compósitos laminados, otimização 
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Abstract 

In this thesis, we present the development and optimisation of a rigid sail, used in the 

International C-Class Catamaran Championship (ICCCC), in Falmouth, 2013. Two major iterations were 

done. Firstly, the whole skin is structural. Then, in a hybrid solution, part of the skin was replaced by 

vinyl film. The whole catamaran was developed and manufactured in Optimal Structural Solutions Lda. 

The main focus of this thesis is to conceive a rigid sail with an exceptional performance for 

racing purposes. As this sail is rigid, it behaves in a similar way as a wing. This type of sail is more 

efficient than a conventional one. Due to time constraints, only linear analyses were performed and a 

unique load case was studied, deemed as most critical (wind at 40kt, 45º from bow). 

Structural optimisation was carried out with OptiStruct®, used to determine the laminate of the 

sail. Initially, all the skin was taken as structural. This lead to a very heavy solution and it was understood 

that a moderate thickness in the sail skin is needed due to the great span. Therefore, despite using 

sandwich composites, the aft of the main plane and flap were replaced by vinyl film.  

Pre-impregnated carbon fibre and foam were used. Whenever possible, sandwich 

configurations were used for achieving a greater moment of inertia, with a small increase in the laminate 

mass. 

The sail skin was not damaged during the competition. However, nonlinear analyses and a 

comprehensive loading envelope should be considered in the future.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: Finite element method, laminate composite materials, structural optimisation, 

sandwich composite materials, carbon fibre reinforced plastic. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Motivation 

The aim of this thesis is to develop a close to optimum concept of a catamaran sail for racing 

purposes. The whole decision process leading to the final solution are here presented. Since the best 

design is always sought when it comes to competitions and each team desires to be ahead of the others, 

an off-the-shelf sailing wing is not an option.  

A Formula 1 teams seeks not only the best driving skills but also the vehicle with best 

performance. In the same manner, each ICCCC team seeks not only the excellence of sailing but also 

the best catamaran. For this reason, as in Formula 1, each team produces its own catamaran, making 

use of cutting-edge engineering and materials, as long as the budget is not a concern.  

This catamaran competed in the International C-Class Catamaran Championship (ICCCC)1. In 

this competition, rigid sailing wings are used instead of conventional flexible sails. The ICCCC was 

pioneer for using these rigid sails. However, later, AC45 and AC72 America’s cup classes adopted the 

same philosophy and also started using rigid sails (1).  

 
Figure 1.1 – Team Cascais Catamaran sailing. 

  
Figure 1.2 – Team Cascais Catamaran in 

Falmouth, on its way for the first regatta. 

 

Figure 1.1and Figure 1.2 are from the Team Cascais catamaran. In these, one can observe the 

rigid skin at the front of the sail, and the interior structures through the transparent film in the aft part of 

the sail.  

                                                     

 

1 ICCCC is also known as Little America’s Cup, although it is a separate class, not linked to the  
America’s Cup. 
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The catamaran whose sail is developed in this thesis attended the ICCCC that took place in 

September 2013, Falmouth, UK. It has been developed by Optimal Structural Solutions Lda. 

(engineering and production) and was sailed by the Portuguese Team Cascais, being the first 

Portuguese team attending this competition. (1) 

1.2. Objective of the thesis 

The purpose of this project is to manufacture a C-Class catamaran. The objective of this thesis 

is to explain the procedures that were carried out to prepare the rigid sailing wing concept for production. 

The sailing wing should have a very good design to ensure an outstanding performance during the 

competition.  

In this case, the most lightweight solution is sought, while being structurally reliable. A 

lightweight catamaran will result in an outstanding performance during the races for mainly two reasons. 

For being light, the catamaran is able to accelerate quicker because the mass to be accelerated is lower. 

Likewise, there is an enhanced capability to be manoeuvred, due to the greater influence of the pilots’ 

mass when compared to the catamaran’s mass (i.e. the centre of gravity is more influenced by the pilots’ 

position if the catamaran is lighter). Moreover, as the catamaran grows heavier, it will sink more, and 

will become much slower due to the water friction. As reliable, it is intended to be safe and manoeuvrable 

which can be translated in strength and stiffness requirements, correspondingly. 

The desired design will be a balance between mass, whose distribution is related to stiffness, 

and structural performance. For this project, time is a crucial variable because the sooner the catamaran 

is ready, the more training hours will be available before the competition. The steps that precede – and 

lead to – the achievement of a good design are the following (2): 

1. formulation of the functional requirements; 

2. creating the conceptual design; 

3. optimising and 

4. detailing. 

The first step for creating the sailing wing is to consider the ICCCC regulations (3), which can 

be seen as geometrical constraints that have to be considered before creating the conceptual design. 

At the same time, it is also important to infer and investigate the conditions to which the sail will be 

exposed (for instance, maximum wind speed) and what performance is sought (say desired speed of 

the catamaran, maximum weight, among others). 

For creating the conceptual design, we need to infer about the aerodynamic loads and, at the 

same time (because of its dependence), iterate the geometry of the sail skin. This step must take into 

account all the functional requirements formulated previously. After having the geometry of the sail skin 

closed, we should be aware of other considerations. These are, for instance, related to the interior 

geometry and the choice of the materials. Once all the preceding aspects are observed, we obtain a 
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baseline concept to begin the study. Concerning the sailing wing and this particular project, the work 

done in Optimal started after closing the outer shape of the sail. 

This thesis documents the optimisation, which starts after evaluating the main aspects and 

behaviour of the conceptual design.  At this stage, it is crucial to understand 1) what constrains the 

design (constraints); 2) what can be changed (design variables) and 3) what behaviour is desired in the 

final solution (objective). This design stage is mainly automated, following adopted optimisation 

procedures that provide optimal values of certain design variables, considering the design constraints 

and criteria (load cases, for instance). (2) 

When the optimisation ends, the final concept of the wing is created. At this point, we have the 

global laminates defined. The following task is to detail the solution, taking into account several 

considerations, frequently related to manufacturing, such as the shape of the laminae, for instance. 

Other possible considerations are related to the need of local reinforcements if any strength problem is 

detected. These considerations will turn the concept into a final design, ready for production release. 

For doing so, it is mandatory to convert the design into moulds and ply books2 (or laminating manuals) 

which are going to be used to manufacture the sail. The manufacture of the sail is the ultimate objective 

of the whole process. 

1.3. Why rigid sails?  

Flexible sails have a structural part, the mast, which withstands the aerodynamic loads 

generated in the flexible parts. Due to the flexibility of the sails, which are made of cloth, these must be 

triangular because of the attachment at the top of the mast. Conversely, rigid sails have more design 

freedom, thus, the triangular conception may be discarded and a wing-like solution becomes available. 

The second has been chosen for our catamaran, as it offers a more effective aerodynamic load, allowing 

for her to move swifter. The design freedom of a rigid sail is broad; however, the most common solution 

is to have a structural skin in the front, a film in the rear and interior structures composed of ribs and 

spars (please refer to Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2). (4) (5) 

In comparison to conventional flexible sails, rigid sailing wings present two main advantages. 

The first one is related to the aerodynamic forces whereas the other concerns the structural mass. 

Regarding the aerodynamics, a rigid sail provides control over the shape. At least when compared to 

the flexible sail, the sectional geometry does not deform significantly due to the loading, thus, aerofoil 

camber and thickness are controlled. Regarding the structural efficiency, rigid sailing wings also provide 

advantages that lack in flexible sails. Rigid sailing wings skin generally can withstand both bending and 

membrane loads while being very slender and light. Even though interior structures, such as ribs and 

                                                     

 

2 Please refer to section 6. 
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spars, is usually needed, the rigid sail should be a more lightweight solution than having a flexible sail 

and a solid heavy mast that absorbs all aerodynamic forces and moments. 

1.4. Why carbon fibre? 

As the sail generates a considerable aerodynamic load, not only the mass of the materials but 

also their strength is a concern. For this reason, carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) was set as the 

main component due to its relatively low density and high strength. The density of this composite 

material is around 1.5g/mm3, which is much less than aluminium. The Young modulus varies very much 

depending upon many factors such as the fibre orientation. A value of 200GPa (comparable to steel) is 

an achievable Young modulus in the fibre’s direction when using unidirectional fibres. As for the woven, 

it is common to have around 60GPa in both planar directions, which is comparable to the stiffness of 

the aluminium.  

1.5. Contribution to the aerospace engineering 

Although this dissertation was done for obtaining the Master's degree on Aerospace 

Engineering, it features a naval structure. Despite this may seem a paradox, the optimisation of a CFRP 

component is highly applicable in the aerospace industry. In the aerospace industry, more than in most 

of the industries, the savings on the weight are of high interest because it leads to fuel reductions, which 

has impact both on the environment and in the financial costs per trip. The use of CFRP in structural 

components on aircraft, most of them being formerly composed of aluminium leads to weight reduction 

and is an example of the applicability of this thesis on the aerospace engineering. (6) (7) 

1.6. Assumptions 

There is the need of assuming a number of suppositions due to the complexity of the problem. 

These assumptions are listed herein. 

Concerning the load conditions, we made the following approximations, whose consequences 

are indicated in the section 3.2: 

 both main plane and flap do not have twist; 

 dihedral and sweep angles are zero; 

 the main plane has only one aerofoil (which is symmetric); 

 the flap has only one aerofoil, slenderer than the main plane aerofoil and also symmetric; 

 lift and drag coefficients of the wings at all spanwise positions are equal to their aerofoil lift 

and drag coefficients, respectively; 

 main plane and flap are considered as infinite wings (infinite span). 
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Other hypotheses, more related to the FE modelling were also established: 

 fluid-structure interaction is not taken into account; 

 the magnitude of the deformation is small when compared to the size of the structure; 

 contact between components is not considered; 

 the materials have a linear elastic behaviour. 

The prepositions in the list above motivate the use of only linear static analyses except for modal 

and buckling analyses. As for them, eigenvalue problems were set up. Thus, non-linear analyses did 

not take place within this work. 

1.7. Layout of the thesis 

In this thesis, the creation of the concept of an AC-25 catamaran rigid sail is described. 

In the first chapter, there is the outline of the competition and the objectives that are sought. The 

state of the art of the rigid sails is also overviewed.  

In chapter 2, a theoretical overview is done in order to understand the procedures and the 

decisions taken in the subsequent chapters. A particular focus is given to the optimisation, due to its 

great importance in achieving the final sail concept. Other matters such as finite element method or 

laminated composite materials behaviour and characteristics are also outlined.  

Chapter 3 is dedicated to the presentation of the preliminary design, as well as the initial steps 

before optimising the structure. Herein, the creation of the finite element model and the decision on the 

baseline concept is reported.  

Chapter 4 is dedicated to the optimisation process. This chapter is divided into two major 

subchapters. In the first one, the optimisation process is aborted when it is understood that the total 

mass of the composite components cannot decrease as much as expected with the current conception. 

For that reason, a new concept is created and optimised in the following subchapter. 

Conclusions and comments are made in chapter 5, where an overview of the whole process is 

performed. 

The optimisation process is closed in chapter 5. The following and last chapter summarises the 

procedures that should be carried out afterwards. Additionally, future work related to this subject is 

suggested, with the purpose of obtaining a higher quality sailing wing in hypothetically upcoming 

competitions.  
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2. Theoretical overview 

 

For achieving the best performance of a component, its design must be optimised. With this 

premise, this chapter is dedicated to the definition of terms, theories and concepts for better 

understanding subsequent discussion. 

2.1. Optimisation of a structural component 

Our optimisation procedure is used for seeking a very good solution, in terms of objective, while 

obeying all restrictions, by varying the quantities of prescribed variables. All utilised methods are 

numerical, which is an iterative process that begins with a user-defined initial guess. Instead of obtaining 

an exact optimum, the procedure finishes when certain criteria are met, indicating that the current 

iteration is close enough to the true optimum. (2) 

In this section, we describe and discuss the optimisation methodologies used in this thesis. All 

of the optimisation work was done using exclusively RADIOSS™ (Bulk Data Format) and OptiStruct®. 

These two solvers belong to Altair® Hyperworks®, which is the software used at Optimal Structural 

Solutions. As this software is relatively recent and the reader may not be comfortable with it, these 

solvers’ input data files (also known as deck files) are very similar to NASTRAN™ input data files and, 

frequently, the same deck file can be submitted to both solvers with small changes in the file header.  

The optimisation procedures available in OptiStruct® were studied to understand which one 

best suits our problem and objectives. In the following sections, the OptiStruct® optimisation procedures 

are overviewed and commented with respect to the actual case of the catamaran sail.  

Four terms should be clarified hereupon for understanding the following paragraphs. These are 

the following (2) (8):  

 State variable: state variables are employed when setting objective and constraint functions. 

These are structural variables or a combination of structural variables calculated in the finite 

element analysis. The displacement of a node, the first eigenfrequency of a modal analysis, 

the mass (or volume) of the structure are typical examples, among others. 

 Objective function: the objective of an optimisation problem is usually described by a 

unique expression, which is a function of the design variables. An objective function can be, 

for example, the mass of a structure, or its compliance, or the displacement of a node. The 

aim of this optimisation problem is to find the minimum of this function. 

 Constraint function: seeking the minimum of the objective function may not be sufficient to 

obtain a feasible design. The problem should thus be constrained. These constraints are 

also function of the design variables. Typical constraint functions can call, for example, 

natural vibration eigenfrequencies or the displacement of a node. 
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 Design variable: the design variable depends upon the type of the optimisation procedure 

being performed. It can be, for instance, the thickness of a component. The way of seeking 

the objective, obeying the constraint functions, is to change these variables.  

The aim of the optimisation throughout this thesis is always to find the minimum of a single 

objective function (mass, compliance or displacement, for example). The following equations describe 

this type of optimisation problem, in which n is the number of design variables and m is the total of 

constraint functions: 

min(𝑓(𝑥𝑖)), 𝑖 = 1, 2,… , 𝑛 

𝑔𝑗(𝑥𝑖) ≤ 0, 𝑖 = 1, 2,… , 𝑛, 𝑗 = 1, 2,… , 𝑚 

𝑥𝑖
𝐿 ≤ 𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑥𝑖

𝑈 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

With equation (2.1) we seek the minimum of the objective function f, which is a function of the 

design variables vector x=(x1,…,xn). These design variables should have upper and lower bounds 

(equation (2.3)). For example, the thickness of a structure cannot be less than zero nor greater than a 

prescribed value. The optimisation is subjected to constraint functions, described in equation (2.2).  

The most common optimisation methodologies in OptiStruct® are the following: topology 

optimisation, free-size optimisation, size optimisation, free shape optimisation, shape optimisation and 

topography optimisation. More than one optimisation procedure can be used for the same problem, at 

different stages of the conception. For example, a free-size optimisation provides a concept that can be 

fine-tuned afterwards, using size optimisation. This kind of process is going to be explored for the sailing 

wing optimisation.  

The sailing wing was meshed using 2D elements (please refer to paragraph 2.2). The 

combination of all skin nodes, also called grid points, creates the shape of the wing as it defines chord, 

aspect ratio, taper, among others. For this reason, these nodes cannot be moved or replaced because 

it would lead to a different aerodynamic behaviour. Thus, optimisation methodologies in which the 

location of the nodes is a design variable are avoided. These methodologies, which necessarily alter 

the geometry of the components, are topography, free shape and shape optimisations.  

When using shape optimisation, the outer boundary of the structure is modified by changing grid 

point (nodal) locations. Free shape optimisation differs from the shape optimisation because the 

allowable movement of the outer boundary is automatically determined instead of using user-defined 

shape perturbations. This optimisation uses a proprietary optimisation technique developed by Altair 

Engineering Inc.. When using topography optimisation, a pattern of shape variable-based 

reinforcements is created in the component to be optimised which is then subdivided into separate 

variables whose influence on the structure is calculated and optimised. (9)  
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Although topology optimisation is suitable for cases where the location of the nodes cannot be 

changed, this methodology was discarded. OptiStruct® topology optimisation uses the SIMP method3 

and seeks a solution with discrete thickness distribution (0 or 1), using penalty functions (9). Therefore, 

this method avoids smooth thickness transitions (9). This type of solution is preferable when variable 

thicknesses are difficult to achieve, which is the case of sheet metal components for instance. When it 

comes to composite manufacturing, a variable thickness is easily obtained because it only depends on 

the number of laminae that should be applied. It is merely a question of adding material (laminae) instead 

of removing, by stamping or machining, for example.  

Free-size optimisation is suitable for a first optimisation run of the sailing wing. This 

methodology, like topology optimisation, is commonly used to generate a concept that should be fine-

tuned with other optimisation techniques such as size optimisation. Description of these two 

methodologies may be found in the paragraphs 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, correspondingly. Both procedures 

integrate an optimisation procedure proposed by OptiStruct® which is composed of three phases: free-

size optimisation, size optimisation and ply stacking order optimisation. In the OptiStruct® User’s 

Manual, the user is recommended to use the three techniques integrated, although they can be used 

individually.  

The flow chart in Figure 2.1 shows the adopted optimisation procedure: 

 

Figure 2.1 – Optimisation flow chart. 

                                                     

 

3 SIMP method – Solid Isotropic Material with Penalisation. This method uses penalties in the 
Young Modulus for intermediate densities. (26) 
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After choosing the first concept of the sail, it is subjected to a free-size optimisation. Shall this 

procedure converge and its results be meaningful and we may continue to the next step. If not, the setup 

of the free-size should be revised and the procedure repeated. The next step is the size optimisation, 

which is applied to the concept considering the information collected in the free-size optimisation. Yet 

again, this optimisation procedure should be reviewed and repeated if the solution did not converge or 

if the results are not meaningful. Otherwise, the ply stacking sequence optimisation takes place, using 

the results obtained in the size optimisation. If this latest optimisation step did not converge or did not 

retrieve meaningful results, it should be modified and repeated. Otherwise the new concept is created 

and the optimisation procedure is finished. If the final concept is not as good as initially expected, another 

first concept could be created and then follow the whole flow chart once more. In chapter 4.2, this 

situation occurred, as the first concept used in the previous chapter led to a solution much heavier than 

desired.  

2.1.1. Free-size optimisation 

Free-size optimisation allows a 2D (shell) component4 to vary its thickness between an initial 

value and a minimum value. For this reason, a first initial guess should be oversized because no material 

is added during the optimisation process. It is also important to refer at this point that only the thickness 

of each direction of the laminate will change and thus the stacking order will not be taken into account. 

More details on this subject will be given in subsequent paragraphs.  

Following the proposed procedure by OptiStruct® for optimising composite components, this 

methodology will be the first phase of the optimisation process. At this stage, both material properties 

(fibre orientations) and geometry (thickness) are simultaneously optimised. The fibre orientations are 

optimised as the solver chooses the shape and location of the bundles in the direction it finds better. 

The geometry is optimised because the thickness of each bundle is adjusted. As discussed, the outer 

shape of the wing cannot be modified since it would lead to modification of the aerodynamic behaviour. 

This requirement is met if the thickness is allowed to be increased (by the user) or decreased only in 

the inner direction. 

2.1.1.1. Design variables 

The parameters that one desires to change during the optimisation process should be assigned 

as design variables. Regarding the free-size optimisation of a composite laminate component, the 

parameter to be assigned is the property5 of each laminate. In brief, this property defines the material 

properties, the lay-up and the thickness of each lamina of each element. 

                                                     

 

4 Please refer to section 2.2. 
5 To each element of a shell structure (please refer to section 2.2), a property is assigned and this way the 

approximate physical behaviour is transmitted to the element.  
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The laminate assigned as design variable should be composed initially of a small number of 

thick laminae, commonly referred as super plies. The number of laminae should be the number of 

different orientations to be regarded. For instance, if one is going to consider the orientations -45º, 0º, 

+45º and 90º then only four laminae should be used. The thickness of each lamina thus does not 

correspond to the actual physical lamina thickness. Each thickness should be such that the solution of 

the problem without optimisation is stiffer than the required. This way, material can be depleted by the 

optimiser. If desired, more than one property can be used if separate optimisation on different areas of 

the component is desired, during the same optimisation run. This technique was used in chapter 4.2.  

The optimiser will then iterate and create the laminae shapes, locations and thicknesses, for 

each lamina orientation. This optimisation process should converge to an objective, obeying to a certain 

number of constraint equations that correspond to predetermined state variables. Although it can be 

changed, the default of OptiStruct® is to generate four ply bundles per super ply.  

2.1.1.2. Objective 

In general, the objective is to achieve the maximum or the minimum of a quantity. For the 

optimisation of the sailing wing, the objective is to seek the minimum of the compliance of the mass or 

compliance (both attempts were made). The objective of this free-size optimisation is to obtain a set of 

ply bundles in the locations where more material is needed, with the most effective fibre orientation.  

2.1.1.3. Design Constraints 

Regarding the design constraints, more detail will be given in chapter 4. However, in general, 

total mass fraction and displacement constraints are considered for this first phase. Buckling constraints 

were tested but it led to bad results for two reasons. The first one is that the optimiser tends to add 

material in the location where it previously found a buckling mode. This behaviour is not desired because 

many local buckling modes are found. The other reason is that, as it is going to be explained in the next 

subchapter, the stacking order was not taken into account and thus bending behaviour of the skin is not 

accurately predicted.  

Although the stacking order is relevant, it is recommended to use an option (using the word 

‘SMEAR’ in the laminate option of the composite definition card) to avoid the influence of the stacking 

order of the super plies during the optimisation, at this stage. The reader should recall that only one 

lamina per orientation was regarded and thus the stacking order does not have a physical meaning. 

Besides the state variables constraints (related to compliance, displacements and volume, 

among others), manufacturing constraints may also be added. At this point, minimum member size is a 

useful parameter to prevent the creation of small isolated bundles. 
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2.1.1.4. State variables 

One must set state variables before defining an objective and constraining the optimisation 

process. These are structural quantities such as nodal displacements, stress values, composite failure 

indexes, buckling eigenvalues, total volume, total mass, among others (please refer to section 2.2).  

2.1.1.5. Output 

As the output of the free-size optimisation, it is possible to review the thickness of each lamina 

(and the total thickness of the laminate) at each element, at each iteration. One can also observe 

structural results such as displacement and stress for the baseline configuration and the last iteration, 

by default. Nevertheless, these results should be inspected carefully since the properties do not have a 

direct physical meaning (please recall the use of the SMEAR option and unrealistic laminae thickness 

values). The most interesting outputs are the input data files generated by OptiStruct®. Typically, the 

iteration of interest is the last, that is the only one for which the deck file is generated by default. This 

file will be the baseline for the next optimisation phase – size optimisation (subsection 2.1.2). The 

command OUTPUT,FSTOSZ should be used for obtaining the mentioned deck file. Importing the newly 

generated input data file in the pre-processor, one can review the ply bundles created by the optimiser. 

It is important, at this stage, to carefully observe whether the bundles make sense or not. If not, this 

phase must be repeated after revising optimisation parameters such as objective and design constraints. 

Very often, not to say always, the ply bundles should be edited by hand in the pre-processor to have 

simpler and more obvious shapes because these bundles are intended to be cut and applied to the real 

structure.  

2.1.2. Size optimisation 

OptiStruct® has the capability of solving a free-size optimisation and generating, as output, a 

script which is almost ready to be used in the size optimisation procedure.  In this file, the ply bundles 

created in the free-size optimisation are defined through PLY and STACK cards, rather than PCOMP(G) 

cards6. The main advantage of modelling a composite material through PLY and STACK cards is the 

fact that, rather than providing one laminate definition per shell element, the laminates are defined in 

terms of unique plies and their order. These plies are defined in terms of shape, location and orientation. 

Another interesting advantage is that, during the optimisation, each ply is taken as continuous, rather 

than defining explicitly and independently the mechanical behaviour at each element, as we do when 

using PCOMP(G) cards. This idea will become clearer upon consulting subsection 2.2.1. 

The purpose of this phase is to fine tune the thicknesses of each ply bundle. In the following 

paragraphs, the needed modifications to the input file generated under OptiStruct® are presented. 

                                                     

 

6 These cards are referenced in paragraph 2.2.1. 
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2.1.2.1. Design variables 

Design variables are automatically updated by OptiStruct® and in principle were reviewed by 

the end of the first phase (when observing the results of the optimisation process) thus no changes are 

needed. These variables are now each lamina (PLY card) created by the optimiser. These laminae 

should be reviewed in the pre-processor ant their boundaries adjusted whenever needed. In addition, it 

is a good practice to define, whenever needed, the minimum and the maximum acceptable thickness 

for each PLY card. The actual thickness of each must be given so as to obtain a discrete solution 

(corresponding to the number of plies) instead of a continuous thickness (leading to an unfeasible 

thickness distribution).  

2.1.2.2. State variables, constraints and objective 

The manufacturing constraints were mentioned in the paragraph devoted to the free-size 

optimisation and regard the thicknesses of the laminae. 

Structural state variables should be revised. In the case of modifying them, objective or 

constraints must also be edited. The objective and constraints of the second phase are significantly 

different from the first one: in most of the attempts, we minimised the component compliance, 

constraining the mass. Another attempt was to constrain the displacements and set as objective the 

mass minimisation.  

2.1.2.3. Output 

In a similar way to the results obtained in the first phase, the thickness of each lamina is 

outputted at each iteration. These results and commonly requested outputs such as displacement and 

stress (these latest are only available for the baseline and last iteration, by default) can be reviewed in 

the post-processor.  

Similar to the free-size optimisation, the most important output is the deck file for using as the 

baseline in this last phase – ply stacking sequence optimisation (subsection 2.1.3). This input is available 

if the following command is used: OUTPUT, SZTOSH. Opening the newly generated input data file, one 

can review the laminate definition created by the optimiser. It is essential, again, to question whether 

the results make sense or not. If not, this phase must be repeated after revising optimisation parameters 

such as objective and design constraints. It should be confirmed if the laminae adopted actual physical 

thickness.  

2.1.3. Ply stacking sequence optimisation 

If the correspondent output request is used, at the end of the size optimisation, OptiStruct® 

generates the baseline of the input file to be used at this final stage of the optimisation. In this phase, 

the ply stacking sequence is optimised with respect to the actual thickness of the material, by shuffling 

the plies. It is important to remove the command SMEAR because the stacking order matters in this last 

phase. 
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2.1.3.1. Design variables 

The design variables will be the stacking order of the laminates which one desires to optimise. 

2.1.3.1. State variables, constraints and objectives 

As it was done in the second phase, state variables, objective and structural constraints should 

be revised. As the mass is fixed, this variable can be deleted. A common practice is to define the 

objective as the minimisation of the compliance, while keeping other constraints such as the 

displacement and the buckling eigenvalues. 

In this optimisation step, there are several constraints available regarding the lay-up sequence, 

related to manufacturing constraints. One can define the maximum number of successive laminae with 

the same direction. This option is useful to avoid too many consecutive unidirectional fibres because 

this situation is prone to interior fractures of the fibre during the curing. Another option is to impose that 

certain orientations are followed by another orientation; for instance, a UD7 aligned in +45º usually 

should be followed by another rotated 90º.   

2.1.3.1. Output  

The output is an HTML file with the specification of the stacking, ply by ply. 

2.2. Finite element analysis 

The current project involves dealing with complicated geometry, orthotropic materials8 and 

complex loading. Obtaining an exact solution would be impossible, even for a single lay-up and only 

one linear static load case. For example, we could not use the Classical Laminated Plate Theory (10) 

for the whole sail, due to its complexity (11). For surpassing this difficulty, finite element method was 

used (12) (13). The finite element method is a numerical method in which a given domain (namely 

geometry) is viewed as a collection of subdomains. For each of these subdomains – finite elements (for 

instance lines, triangles, quadrilaterals, tetrahedrons, among others – the governing equation is 

approximated by any of the traditional variational methods (13).  

Results obtained using this method may differ from the analytical solution for various reasons. 

Some of these reasons are discussed next. 

 The assemblage of the created elements (subdomains) may not correspond to the given 

geometry – this is particularly true if the geometry has curves. The way of reducing this 

source of error is to refine the mesh, i.e. create smaller elements (13). It is important to recall 

                                                     

 

7 CFRP with unidirectional fibres. 
8 Please refer to section 2.2.4. 
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that there must be a compromise between error and computational run times because 

refining the mesh too much leads to avoidable slow runs, causing delays in the project. 

Analysing the convergence of the results while refining the mesh is a good practice. 

Nevertheless, it is usually a time-consuming task especially when the geometry is large and 

complex because each mesh takes a considerable amount of time to prepare.  

o When meshing the sailing wing skin, we made refinements near the leading edge due 

to the increase of curvature.  

 The way of setting boundary conditions, for example, point loads and point constraints hardly 

correspond to the real conditions in reality. To prove so, it is not possible to apply a force in 

an infinitely small area; however, it is a common practice. In the same way, sometimes 

constraining points directly is the adequate way of setting up the FEA. 

 When applying point forces or constraints, high stress levels are achieved. These values are 

in general disregarded and other methodologies are used near these locations. For instance, 

a more detailed FEM or analytical approaches may be used near fasteners holes. In this 

thesis, these locations were neglected.  

 The use of interpolation functions, typically polynomials, introduces approximation errors. 

There is no way of surpassing this problem. Various aspects require attention if one desires 

to keep the error acceptable; for example, it is necessary to choose the correct element. For 

instance, if we are studying a sheet of aluminium, 2D elements should be used whereas if 

instead of a sheet, the geometry is a thick plate, 3D elements may be more suitable. As a 

note, another important aspect is the definition of the material properties: for instance, if the 

considered material is carbon fibre, then isotropic material properties are not accurate.  

 The structure is mainly made of wide, slender members (one dimension – the thickness – is 

several times smaller than the other two),  

 Since the solution of the problem often involves handling quite large matrices, one should 

account for numerical errors due to the machine precision and the methods that are used to 

invert the above-mentioned matrices. These errors may be reduced, for instance, by avoiding 

distorted elements. 

2.2.1. Types of elements 

Finite elements can be grouped regarding their dimension. If we admit so, there would be four 

groups of elements: zero-, one-, two- and three-dimensional elements. However, at least a fifth and sixth 

group should also be considered: the group of the rigid elements and the group of nonlinear, acoustic, 

fluid and other elements that are not going to be mentioned because it is clearly out of scope of the 

present thesis, as fluid-structure interaction will be disregarded. In the following paragraphs, a short 

description of some element types in RADIOSS™ (and NASTRAN™) is given.  

 Zero-dimensional elements have only one degree of freedom. Although elements such as 

concentrated mass or elastic springs (CONMx and CELASx in NASTRAN™ and 

RADIOSS™) are commonly used, zero-dimensional elements were not used in this work. 
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 One-dimensional elements are usually the best choice to model the behaviour of structures 

that have one dimension several times greater than the other two. Examples of such 

structures are rods and beams. In FEA, this kind of structures is represented as a line. In this 

project, two 1D element types were used: CBEAM and CROD. 

o CBEAM is a beam element that includes extension, torsion and bending in two 

perpendicular directions (14). Elastic axis, gravity axis and shear centre may not be 

coincident. To determine what degrees of freedom (DOF) should not be considered, 

pin flags are available (for example, if the beam is pinned, it may rotate freely in every 

direction, thus DOFs associated with rotation should have pin flags). Figure 2.2 and 

Figure 2.3 show the element coordinate system and the element internal forces and 

moments of a CBEAM element.  

 

Figure 2.2 – CBEAM Element Coordinate System (14). 

 

Figure 2.3 – CBEAM Element Internal Forces and Moments (14). 

o CROD is a rod element that only withstands axial and torsional load. Due to its 

simplicity when compared to the CBEAM, the input information regarding the cross-

section is much simpler. Element coordinate system and internal forces are 

represented in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4 – Rod Element Coordinate System and Element Forces (14). 

 Two-dimensional elements tend to be best suited to model thin shells, i.e. structures with 

one dimension much smaller than the other two. Finite element models created for this 

project are comprised mainly by this group of elements, namely CTRIA3 and CQUAD4. 

o Both CTRIA3 and CQUAD4 are first order shell elements with optional coupling of 

bending and membrane stiffness. This option was always used in this project due to 

the characteristics of the carbon laminate. CTRIA3 and CQUAD4 element coordinate 

systems can be observed in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6. In those two figures, the 

coordinate system and the material orientation angle (THETA) for CTRIA3 and 

CQUAD4 elements are shown with respect to the order in which the grid points are 

declared. This angle is very important when creating the mesh when orthotropic 

materials are used, which is the case because most of the sailing wing is made of 

carbon composite. Figure 2.7 shows the internal forces and moments of both CTRIA3 

and CQUAD4 elements. For both elements, the stress values are computed at the 

element centroid. In this project, these values are used uniquely to calculate the 

Hoffman composite failure index (please refer to subsection 2.2.4.1). 

 

Figure 2.5 – CTRIA3 Coordinate System (14). 
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Figure 2.6 – CQUAD4 Coordinate System (14). 

 

Figure 2.7 – Forces (left) and Moments (right) in Shell Elements (14). 

 Three-dimensional elements were seldom used. Their use was restricted to bond areas to 

account for the structural bond stresses.  

o Two types of elements were used: CHEXA and CPENTA. Other elements such as 

CTETRA and CPYRA also exist. It is desirable to use elements from this group if the 

three dimensions of the component have the same order of magnitude. Only first order 

elements were used. Figure 2.8 shows the elements CHEXA and CPENTA of second 

order.  

 

Figure 2.8 – Second order CHEXA (left) and second order CPENTA (right) (14). 
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The first order elements are similar but without grid points in the middle of the vertices. 

The result that is of interest in the case of the bonding analysis is, the von Mises stress 

that is computed by the following equation (15): 

𝜏𝑣𝑀 =
1

2
√(𝜎𝑥 − 𝜎𝑦)

2
+ (𝜎𝑦 − 𝜎𝑧)

2
+ (𝜎𝑧 − 𝜎𝑥)2 + 6𝜏𝑦𝑧

2 + 6𝜏𝑧𝑥
2 + 6𝜏𝑥𝑦

2. (2.1) 

 

After having a first idea of the stress field in the glue, it is a good practice to observe the 

stress values in-plane and out of plane (peel-off) separately.  

 The mentioned fifth group, constituted of rigid elements is a special case of elements that 

are not similar to any of the previously presented and do not require any material property. 

Rigid elements generate constraint equations so that a certain degree of freedom of a 

particular element is equal to the linear combination of certain degrees of freedom of given 

elements. For this reason, the number of degrees of freedom is reduced, rather than 

increased as usual with other types of elements. Rigid elements are equations generated 

internally in a similar manner as multipoint constraints (MPC). As such, rigid elements may 

also be called constraint elements. RBE2 and RBE3 elements were used in this project.  

o An RBE2 has one independent node and, at least, one dependent node. The 

displacement of the dependent nodes is imposed by the independent node and the 

relative displacement between dependent nodes is zero. This element is usually a 

good option to apply constraints and, in some situations, loads. 

o An RBE3 has one dependent node and, at least, one independent node. The 

constraint caused by this type of element is a displacement at the dependent node, 

which is the least square weighted average of the motions at the independent nodes 

(14). The forces and moments applied to the dependent node are distributed to the 

independent nodes based on the topology and the local weight factors (16). RBE3 

elements are well suited to apply point loads to areas or volumes because it allows 

the force to be distributed over the independent nodes without adding stiffness (RBE3, 

unlike RBE2, allows relative displacement between nodes). 

Although this does not apply for elements such as RBEx, usually, each element has a 

compatible property assigned. For example, to a CQUAD4 element, it should be assigned a property 

such as PSHELL9. In this project, the most used property was PCOMP and PCOMPP. The use of a 

PCOMP card allows the definition of an n-ply composite material laminate. One or more materials are 

assigned to each element through the assignment of properties.  

The information given to a 2D element through a PCOMP property is the following (17): 

                                                     

 

9 Please refer to the end of this subsection for more details on the property type PSHELL.  
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 material, order, orientation and thickness of each ply; 

 offset, i.e. the distance from the reference plane to the bottom of the first ply; 

 failure theory (see 2.2.4.1) and 

 the allowable interlaminar shear stress. 

 Other information may also be provided: 

o non-structural mass per unit area; 

o reference temperature and 

o damping coefficient. 

When using RADIOSS™, instead of a PCOMP card, one may use a PCOMPP card. The latter 

allows for a ply-based definition of a composite component, instead of the traditional zone-based 

composite definition. When using a ply-based definition, the user explicitly creates each ply (through 

PLY cards) and then specifies the lamination order (through a STACK card). When one uses PCOMP 

cards when modelling a component, the beginning and the ending of each ply is not taken into account. 

The only thing that matters is the stacking of each element and, for this reason, this laminate definition 

is called zone-based. When using a ply-based approach, the way of creating a composite material is to 

declare first the plies through PLY cards, then assigning them to a stack card in which it is given the 

order of the plies. Then a PCOMPP card is called to provide information such as offset, failure theory 

and allowable interlaminar shear stress. Another advantage of using PCOMPP cards is the compatibility 

with another program, Laminate Tools®, which can be very useful when draping10 analysis is needed, 

for instance.  

During this project, two types of materials were considered: MAT1 well suited to isotropic 

materials; and MAT8 for shell elements with orthotropic materials. Usually, the number of MAT8 cards 

is equal to the number of different laminae to be used. Instead of defining a composite material by 

providing the details of each ply, MAT2 cards could be used and then assigned to PSHELL cards. A 

PSHELL card defines a general shell with a given thickness, with given behaviour in bending, 

membrane, and coupling between bending and membrane. These three behaviours can be modelled 

using MAT2 cards that are appropriated to anisotropic materials. This procedure implies computing the 

stiffness matrixes A (extension stiffness matrix), B (coupling stiffness matrix) and D (bending stiffness 

matrix) of each composite by hand (or using tools such as Laminate Tools®). For more information 

regarding these matrixes, please refer to page 21. 

                                                     

 

10 Drape is a mechanical property, which affects the functionality of the lamina substantially. This behaviour 
is related to the capability of a cloth material to deform itself to conform to a solid shape like a mould, for example 
(30).  
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2.2.2. Linear static analysis 

When one wishes to submit a linear static finite element analysis, a setup must be created. This 

setup can be done by following the general steps and considerations referred in 2.2.1. This way, a real 

geometry with real physical properties is idealised into a group of grid points connecting elements with 

linear properties, as similar as possible to the real ones. Besides the component itself, boundaries and 

loads should also be applied.  

When the solver is called, an element stiffness matrix, KE, is computed for each element. The E 

subscript denotes that the stiffness is for the element and not for the whole structure. The dimension of 

this matrix depends upon the type of element and its calculation may be more or less complex. Next, as 

an example, two types of KE will be presented. 

 Isotropic rod with two degrees of freedom in each node (axial direction and one transverse 

direction), as illustrated in Figure 2.9. 

 

Figure 2.9 – Rod with 4 degrees of freedom. 

The following equation provides the element stiffness matrix in the element coordinate system: 

[𝐾𝐸
̅̅̅̅ ] =

𝐴𝐸

𝐿
[

1 0
0 0

−1 0
0 0

−1 0
0 0

1 0
0 0

], (2.2) 

 

where A denotes the sectional area of the element; E is its Young Modulus and L designates the 

element’s length. 

Although the previous matrix is sparse, it should be noted that the element coordinate system 

coinciding with the global coordinate system is a particular case that occurs very seldom. Before 

assembling the global stiffness matrix, all element stiffness matrices must be written in terms of the 

same coordinate system. Assuming that this element is tilted, the element stiffness matrix in the global 

coordinate system is given by the following: 

[𝐾𝐸] = [𝑇]−1[𝐾𝐸
̅̅̅̅ ][𝑇], (2.3) 

 

where T denotes the transformation matrix, for rotating the element stiffness matrix from its coordinate 

system to the global coordinate system. 
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 Laminate composite plate, plane stress11 

 

Figure 2.10 – Lamina coordinate system. 

The stiffness matrix of each lamina is given by the following equation, with respect to the 

coordinate system shown in the previous equation which corresponds to the element coordinate system 

(see Figure 2.10). Here, L is the direction of the lamina fibres; T is the direction perpendicular to the 

lamina fibres, in the plane of the plate; z is the direction through the thickness: 

[𝐾𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎] =

[
 
 
 
 

𝐸𝐿

1 − 𝜐𝐿𝑇𝜐𝑇𝐿

𝜐𝑇𝐿𝐸𝐿

1 − 𝜐𝐿𝑇𝜐𝑇𝐿
0

𝜐𝑇𝐿𝐸𝐿

1 − 𝜐𝐿𝑇𝜐𝑇𝐿

𝐸𝑇

1 − 𝜐𝐿𝑇𝜐𝑇𝐿
0

0 0 𝐺𝐿𝑇]
 
 
 
 

. (2.4) 

 

The element stiffness matrix is assembled by computing other three matrices first. In the 

definition of these matrices, N denotes the total number of laminae, k denotes the number of each 

lamina, i and j are rows and columns of the matrix defined by equation (2.4) and z is the distance in the 

thickness direction, starting from the bottom of the first lamina. 

o Matrix A: membrane stiffness. This matrix may be computed through the following 

equation: 

𝐴𝑖𝑗 = ∑ 𝐾𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑖𝑗
(𝑘)(𝑧𝑘+1 − 𝑧𝑘)

𝑁

𝑘=1

. (2.5) 

 

It should be noted that the term in brackets is nothing more than the thickness of the 

lamina k. 

o Matrix B: coupling. This matrix is null if the laminate is symmetric. 

𝐵𝑖𝑗 = ∑𝐾𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑖𝑗
(𝑘)(𝑧𝑘+1

2 − 𝑧𝑘
2)

𝑁

𝑘=1

. (2.6) 

 

                                                     

 

11 Considering plane stress, one assumes that the stress in the transverse direction is zero, 
while the extension is not null. This is a common assumption while regarding planar structures, with one 
dimension much smaller than the other two. (10) (15) 
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o Matrix D: bending stiffness. 

𝐷𝑖𝑗 = ∑𝐾𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑖𝑗
(𝑘)(𝑧𝑘+1

3 − 𝑧𝑘
3)

𝑁

𝑘=1

. (2.7) 

 

The element stiffness matrix is thus given by the following equation and its dimension is 

necessarily 6x6, as it corresponds to the number of degrees of freedom considered in a plate element. 

[𝐾𝐸] = [
𝐴 𝐵
𝐵 𝐷

]. (2.8) 

 

The global stiffness matrix, K, is then assembled after having all Ke computed and information 

regarding the connectivity of the elements. This matrix is always square and its dimension is equal to 

the total number of degrees of freedom. K is commonly singular. The physical meaning of a singular 

global stiffness matrix is that the whole structure can move freely as a rigid body. When the boundary 

conditions are applied, in principle, all singularities should disappear by deleting rows and lines 

associated with constrained degrees of freedom from the stiffness matrix. More details on this subject 

are given in subsequent paragraphs within the following example in which it is explained how two 

element stiffness matrices can be assembled together, for the particular case of a model composed of 

two rods. 

 

Figure 2.11 – Component composed of two rods. 

Element A is connected to element B through the node 2 denoted in blue in the Figure 2.11. 

The element stiffness matrices of both elements are the following: 

[𝐾𝐸]𝐴 =

[
 
 
 
 𝐾11

𝐴 𝐾12
𝐴

𝐾21
𝐴 𝐾22

𝐴

𝐾13
𝐴 𝐾14

𝐴

𝐾23
𝐴 𝐾24

𝐴

𝐾31
𝐴 𝐾32

𝐴

𝐾41
𝐴 𝐾42

𝐴

𝐾33
𝐴 𝐾34

𝐴

𝐾43
𝐴 𝐾44

𝐴]
 
 
 
 

, (2.9) 

[𝐾𝐸]𝐵 =

[
 
 
 
 𝐾11

𝐵 𝐾12
𝐵

𝐾21
𝐵 𝐾22

𝐵

𝐾13
𝐵 𝐾14

𝐵

𝐾23
𝐵 𝐾24

𝐵

𝐾31
𝐵 𝐾32

𝐵

𝐾41
𝐵 𝐾42

𝐵

𝐾33
𝐵 𝐾34

𝐵

𝐾43
𝐵 𝐾44

𝐵]
 
 
 
 

. (2.10) 

 

Node 2 is the element node number 2 of the element A and the element node number 1 of the 

element B. Each node has two degrees of freedom, according to the picture above. Table 2.1 shows 

the connectivity of the component. 

Table 2.1 – Relationship between global and element degrees of freedom. 

Global DOF 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Element A 1 2 3 4   

Element B   1 2 3 4 

 

Observing the table above, one can determine that the global stiffness matrix would be given 

by the following expression. 

[𝐾] =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 𝐾11

𝐴 𝐾12
𝐴

𝐾21
𝐴 𝐾22

𝐴

𝐾13
𝐴 𝐾14

𝐴

𝐾23
𝐴 𝐾24

𝐴
0 0
0 0

𝐾31
𝐴 𝐾32

𝐴

𝐾41
𝐴 𝐾42

𝐴

𝐾33
𝐴 + 𝐾11

𝐵 𝐾34
𝐴 + 𝐾12

𝐵

𝐾43
𝐴 + 𝐾21

𝐵 𝐾44
𝐴 + 𝐾22

𝐵

𝐾13
𝐵 𝐾14

𝐵

𝐾23
𝐵 𝐾24

𝐵

0 0
0 0

𝐾31
𝐵 𝐾32

𝐵

𝐾41
𝐵 𝐾42

𝐵

𝐾33
𝐵 𝐾34

𝐵

𝐾43
𝐵 𝐾44

𝐵]
 
 
 
 
 
 

. (2.11) 

 

To avoid free body motion, boundary conditions have to be applied. This way, lines and columns 

of the global stiffness matrix will be deleted. Let us consider that the rod of the previous example is 

clamped in the global node 1. This way, both degrees of freedom 1 and 2 have an enforcement 

displacement of zero, thus, the lines and columns involving these degrees of freedom may be removed 

(the reason to do this is clearer in the subsequent lines). After applying the boundary conditions, the first 

two rows and columns are deleted. The stiffness matrix of the previous example becomes the following: 

 

[𝐾] =

[
 
 
 
 𝐾33

𝐴 + 𝐾11
𝐵 𝐾34

𝐴 + 𝐾12
𝐵

𝐾43
𝐴 + 𝐾21

𝐵 𝐾44
𝐴 + 𝐾22

𝐵

𝐾13
𝐵 𝐾14

𝐵

𝐾23
𝐵 𝐾24

𝐵

𝐾31
𝐵 𝐾32

𝐵

𝐾41
𝐵 𝐾42

𝐵

𝐾33
𝐵 𝐾34

𝐵

𝐾43
𝐵 𝐾44

𝐵]
 
 
 
 

. 

 

(2.12) 

 

The next step is to create the load vectors. For each load case, a load vector is created, 

regardless of the number and type of loads that are applied to the model. Its dimension equals the 

number of degrees of freedom, minus the constrained degrees of freedom. After these procedures, the 

displacements at each grid point can now be computed by solving the following equation: 

[𝐾]{𝑢} = {𝑃} ⟺ [𝐾]−1[𝐾]{𝑢} = [𝐾]−1{𝑃} ⇔  {𝑢} = [𝐾]−1{𝑃}. (2.13) 
 

In the previous equation, {u} denotes the vector of the displacements at each degree of freedom 

and {P} is the load vector. The inversion of the global stiffness matrix is quite complex and may be very 

time-consuming, due to, above all, its dimension that is often very large – recall that the size of the 

matrix is proportional to the complexity (number of nodes) of the mesh. There is more than one method 

to compute the inverse of a matrix. RADIOSS™ has the capability of solving the equilibrium equations 

by either an iterative process or making use of a Gauss elimination method that takes advantage of the 

matrix sparseness and symmetry (9). 
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The displacements at each node are thus obtained. All the other quantities of interest, such as 

stress can be derived from this result and the information that was provided in the deck file, as described 

in chapter 1 of (16). 

2.2.3. Buckling 

The buckling phenomenon is related to structural stability and generally occurs when a lateral 

bending is induced by compression load (18) on a long and slender component. When this bending 

takes place, the capacity of the structure to carry loads is highly compromised. Buckling can be grouped 

into two types: primary and secondary. Primary buckling occurs in the whole structure and changes in 

the cross-sectional area are not observable; the buckling wavelength has the same order of the structure 

length. In secondary buckling, changes in the cross-sectional area occur and the buckling wavelength 

has the same order of magnitude as the cross-sectional dimensions (19). This failure mode is generally 

localised in a small area of the structure and it may not cause general failure. Buckling is more likely to 

happen when the applied forces are mainly compressive or when the structure is long or slender. 

There are two types of analysis available to account for buckling behaviour of a component: 

eigenvalue buckling (linear buckling) and nonlinear buckling. Eigen buckling analyses involve the 

solution of the following equation: 

[𝐾]{𝑢} − 𝜆[𝐺]{𝑢} = 0, (2.17) 
 

in which [K] is the stiffness matrix, [G] is the geometric stiffness matrix, {u} is the array of the 

degrees of freedom and λ is the critical load (20). 

Nonlinear buckling analysis is, in fact, a nonlinear quasi-static analysis where the load is applied 

in small increments. The stiffness matrix is computed at each iteration so that geometric nonlinearities 

are taken into account. If the solution diverges, a buckling mode is found. This type of analysis is suitable 

if, for instance, the objective is to find the post-buckling behaviour or a more accurate critical load. 

In this project, only eigenvalue buckling was considered due to time and complexity reasons. 

2.2.4. Laminated composite materials 

Laminated composite materials have anisotropic properties; thus, their strength depends upon 

the body orientation and the direction of the imposed stress (14). However, each ply has an orthotropic 

behaviour. A material is said to be orthotropic when its behaviour is a particular case of anisotropy in 

such way the material has three mutually perpendicular planes of symmetry (21).  

Due to the nature of the sailing wing, the moment of inertia is an important variable due to the 

bending moments that it must withstand. A very interesting way of increasing the moment of inertia of a 

laminated composite is by using a special form of composite material: the structural sandwich. A 

structural sandwich is composed of two stiff skins and a bonded low-density core. By separating the 

skins, the use of the core leads to an increased moment of inertia, making the structure more efficient 
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for resisting bending and buckling with a little addition of weight (22). In a structural sandwich, the stiff 

sheets are intended to carry nearly all in-plane loads and flatwise bending moments and the core should 

resist to almost the totality of shear loads and bending moments. Keeping this idealisation in mind, one 

can make an analogy between a structural sandwich and an I-beam, being the skins analogous to the 

beam’s flanges and the core to the web (23). Generally, core materials are of cellular construction. In 

this project, only closed cell core materials were used. 

Several criteria are available for predicting structural failure of laminate composite material, and 

none is universally accepted. Both RADIOSS™ and NASTRAN™ have the capability to compute failure 

indexes through four theories: Hill, Hoffmann, Tsai-Wu and strain failure theories (9). All of these try to 

predict lamina failure rather than laminate failure. Laminate failure has, too, several available criteria. In 

this work, it is considered that the laminate fails when the first ply fails or the interlaminar shear stress 

is higher than the prescribed allowable. Hill, Hoffmann and Tsai-Wu failure theories are stress based, 

whereas strain failure theory is strain based. In this study, we have chosen the Hoffman Failure Theory, 

as we generally do in other projects. This theory is explained in the following. 

2.2.4.1. Hoffman Failure Theory 

The criterion that is commonly used at Optimal Structural Solutions is the Hoffmann Failure 

Theory and it is governed by the following equations: 

𝐴1(𝜎2 − 𝜎3)
2 + 𝐴2(𝜎3 − 𝜎1)

2 + 𝐴3(𝜎1 − 𝜎2)
2 + 𝐴4𝜎1 + 𝐴5𝜎2 + 𝐴6𝜎3 + 𝐴7𝜎23

2 + 𝐴8𝜎31
2

+ 𝐴9𝜎12
2 ≤ 1; 

(2.18) 

𝐴1 =
1

2
(

1

𝑌2
𝑇𝑌2

𝐶 +
1

𝑌3
𝑇𝑌3

𝐶 −
1

𝑌1
𝑇𝑌1

𝐶) ; (2.19) 

𝐴2 =
1

2
(

1

𝑌3
𝑇𝑌3

𝐶 +
1

𝑌1
𝑇𝑌1

𝐶 −
1

𝑌2
𝑇𝑌2

𝐶) ; (2.20) 

𝐴3 =
1

2
(

1

𝑌1
𝑇𝑌1

𝐶 +
1

𝑌2
𝑇𝑌2

𝐶 −
1

𝑌3
𝑇𝑌3

𝐶) ; (2.21) 

𝐴4 =
1

2
(

1

𝑌1
𝑇 −

1

𝑌1
𝐶) ; (2.22) 

𝐴5 =
1

2
(

1

𝑌2
𝑇 −

1

𝑌2
𝐶) ; (2.23) 

𝐴6 =
1

2
(

1

𝑌3
𝑇 −

1

𝑌32
𝐶) ; (2.24) 

𝐴7 =
1

𝑌23
; (2.25) 

𝐴8 =
1

𝑌31
; (2.26) 

𝐴9 =
1

𝑌12
; (2.27) 

 

σi is the axial stress in the direction i. σij is the shear stress in the plane ij. The letter Y corresponds to 

the allowable stress values. These values may be different for compression and tension. The superscript 

T and C correspond to tension and compression respectively. The subscripts have the same meaning 

as for the actual stresses denoted by σ. 
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This criterion is well suited for laminate composite materials for the following reasons (16): 

 It is appropriate for orthotropic materials, and laminate composite materials have such 

behaviour. 

 Compression and tension stresses are treated differently, allowing the use of different 

allowable stress values. In Hill failure criteria, this difference is not taken into account. 

 Having the allowable stress values for all directions is enough. Unlike Tsai-Wu failure theory, 

there is no need to have more experimental data. 

Within this chapter, we presented an overview of the theoretical aspects needed for a good 

understanding of the work done with this thesis. We discussed the fundamental aspects of the finite 

element analysis and of the optimisation procedures carried out later.  

In the following chapter, we present the preliminary work performed in the baseline sailing wing 

CAD for analysing it afterwards, with the means of the finite element method. Also in the following 

chapter, the baseline sailing wing is analysed with the intent of understanding how good this solution is 

and if it is an appropriate start point for the optimisation process. 
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3. Preliminary work on the sailing wing 

 

As discussed before, an off-the-shelf catamaran for competing on an ICCCC is not an option 

because its design strongly affects the performance. For this reason, each team seeks not only the 

excellence of sailing but also the catamaran must be better than the other teams’. Accordingly, each 

component of the catamaran should be optimised, and this dissertation presents the optimisation of its 

sail. In subchapter 1.2, we demonstrated that the major objective is to have a light sailing wing with 

enough strength to withstand the expected loading conditions. With that requirement and the 

competition’s regulations in mind, the concept of the sailing wing is created, studied and optimised.  

In the ICCCC, all catamarans have a rigid wing-like sail instead of the conventional, triangular 

shaped, flexible sail. Even though there are only a few regulations, they must be taken into account 

when defining the design space: the sail area must not exceed 300ft2; the catamaran maximum length 

is 25ft; the extreme beam is requested to have a maximum length of 14ft. Besides the maximum 

dimensions of the sailing boat, the shape of the hulls is also regulated: they must be two and should be 

symmetric to each other. (3) 

3.1.  Setup of the finite element model 

Optimal Structural Solutions received the conceptual design of the sail through a CAD file which 

was used for creating the FE mesh. As the outer surfaces of the skin are of great importance due to 

their effect on the aerodynamic forces, these are not going to be changed and were used as reference 

in the FEM. The shell normal vectors (usually called as normals) were set inwards and the offset was 

defined as zero. This way, we guarantee that the material will always start in the outer surface and grows 

in the inwards direction. This also corresponds to the reality while manufacturing because the mould is 

the outer surface of the skin and the carbon is laid down as the thickness increases inwardly. The 

reference surface for the interior components was the middle surface provided in the CAD file.  

The material of all components, except ribs, is oriented vertically. As for the ribs, we chose the 

direction along the section chord. These material orientations are important because they will be the 

reference for the carbon fibres.  

Solid bond layers connect pairs of parallel surfaces (for example interface ribs flanges to skins) 

whereas 1D elements are utilized to connect perpendicular surfaces (such as spars to skins). 

The sail is composed of two wings: the main plane and flap. Both of them can be unassembled 

into two halves for easier shipping. The upper is shorter than the lower half, with only 1/3rd of the total 

sail span. The skins are structural and can carry both membrane and bending forces.  

The interior geometry of both wings is similar. Each has one spar covering only the first 2/3rd, 

one hollow rib and three interface ribs each. These interface ribs are ribs that close the upper and lower 
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endings of the wings. Other two interface ribs (one for the main plane and another for the flap) exist in 

the interface between lower and upper wing parts. The following figures (Figure 3.1 through Figure 3.6) 

show both the external and interior geometry of the whole sail. 

 

Figure 3.1 – Geometry overview. 

 

Figure 3.2 – Ribs (main plane and flap). 

 

Figure 3.3 – Bottom interface ribs (main plane and flap). 

 

Figure 3.4 – Lower skins (main plane and flap). 
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Figure 3.5 – Upper skins (main plane and flap). 

 

Figure 3.6 – Spars between bottom and middle interface ribs (main plane and flap). 

1D elements in the FEM model fasteners and shrouds skin flanges that only exist through the 

leading edges. In the FEA, the aerodynamic forces are applied at several sections, rather than a 

pressure applied in the whole outer skin, for simplicity. Each of these sections is connected with an 

RBE3 element for distributing the force through the section without artificially increasing the stiffness. 

Figure 3.12 shows how the aerodynamic loads are transferred to the structure. RBE2 elements are 

present in the model for simulating joints and brackets. There are fasteners connecting the lower part 

to the upper part of both the main plane and the flap which are modelled with CBEAM elements. The 

way of mounting is such that in the area where both parts intersect, the outer skin belongs to the upper 

part. Interface rib that lies in the same area is glued to the lower part and is also fastened to the upper. 

In the following picture, one can see the location of the fasteners. Globally, the model has approximately 

63,000 nodes and 62,000 elements.  

There are three points where the main plane and the flap join: two mechanisms in the top and 

bottom, and a point in the second third of the span (where upper and lower parts are joined). 

3.1.1. Model checks 

Naturally, some errors in the FE model can occur. As an attempt to localise them, if any exists, 

there are several checks we can perform. The checks that were performed in our model are detailed in 

following paragraphs. 

3.1.1.1. Faces of the solid elements 

If a 3D component is correctly modelled and no connectivity problems exist, there should only 

be faces in the exterior of the components. HyperMesh® has a tool for finding 3D faces, with which it 

creates a dummy component with visible faces in the 3D boundaries. By using it, the user should verify 
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the inexistence of interior faces. Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 show the faces of the bond layers. There 

were no other faces visible after hiding all external faces, as desired.  

 

Figure 3.7 – Faces. 
 

 

Figure 3.8 – Faces: detail. 

 

3.1.1.2. Edges of the shell elements 

Again, this procedure can be done using HyperMesh® capabilities. Similar to the procedure 

carried out to check the model faces, we searched 2D elements for edges. These are expected to appear 

only where the components end, for instance in ribs and spars endings or openings.  

Figure 3.9 shows an example of a connectivity problem, which we solved by merging 

(equivalence) these two coincident nodes. 

 

Figure 3.9 – Free edges. 
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3.1.1.3. Normal modes 

It is useful to run a modal analysis on the unconstrained structure for checking if the components 

are properly interconnected. If not, the FEM may allow rigid body movement between components, 

providing an ill-conditioned problem. If we obtain six rigid body modes, with very low corresponding 

frequencies, then the model passes this check. In the case of the sailing wing, only one rigid body is 

expected because, although the flap is hinged to the main plane and could rotate freely, there are rigid 

elements to account for the cables action that constrain the hinges. Following images show the first six 

modes that correspond to rigid body modes. 

 

Figure 3.10 – Rigid body modes. 

As one can see, the first six eigenvalues have very small magnitude, as expected. The seventh 

mode is an elastic mode and has a frequency of 1.02Hz, which is three orders of magnitude higher than 

the previous, corresponding to a rigid body mode. Nevertheless, the natural frequency of the first elastic 

mode is a quite low frequency for a structural component. 

3.2. Loading conditions 

We extrapolated the loading conditions from the aerodynamic loads. It was assumed a 

maximum true airspeed of 40kt, which already includes a safety factor. For optimisation purposes, we 

only studied one loading condition. Although this is a very dangerous decision, it was a time-related 

imposition. Regarding this only load case, wind from port bow with an angle of 45 degrees with the bow 

was assumed. The main plane has an angle of attack of -10º. Assuming that the fluid is deflected -10º 

after passing through the trailing edge of the main plane, then the angle of attack of the flap is -10º. For 

a full understanding of this, Figure 3.11 should be observed carefully. 
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Figure 3.11 – Load case configuration. 

Following list shows several assumptions, concerning the loading of the sailing wing:  

 both main plane and flap do not have twist; 

 dihedral and sweep angles are zero; 

 the main plane has only one aerofoil (which is symmetric); 

 the flap has only one aerofoil, slenderer than the main plane aerofoil, also symmetric; 

 lift and drag coefficients of the wings at all span are equal to their aerofoil lift and drag 

coefficients, respectively; 

 main plane and flap are considered as infinite wings (infinite span). 

Considering these simplifications, forces acting on the wings only depend upon the sectional 

area. There are twenty sections in which we applied force through RBE3 elements. The dependent node 

(to which we apply the force) is 25% of the chord after the leading edge. Underneath, Figure 3.12 shows 

how we applied the forces in the model. 

  

Figure 3.12 – Loads on the sailing wing. 
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The aerodynamic loads are shown underneath, through the means of graphs in the Figure 3.13 

and Table 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.13 – Aerodynamic loads. 

Table 3.1 – Aerodynamic loads 

Main Plane Flap 

Height [mm] Lift [N] Drag [N] Height [mm] Lift [N] Drag [N] 

41 0 0 144 0 0 

773 228.1 5.1 773 134 3 

1422 236.8 5.3 1422 139.1 3.1 

2071 243.9 5.4 2071 143.2 3.2 

2719 249.2 5.5 2719 146.4 3.3 

3367 252.8 5.6 3367 148.5 3.3 

4015 254.8 5.7 4015 149.7 3.3 

4662 255.1 5.7 4662 149.8 3.3 

5310 253.5 5.6 5310 148.9 3.3 

5958 250.3 5.6 5958 147 3.3 

6607 245.3 5.5 6607 144.1 3.2 

7257 238.6 5.3 7257 140.1 3.1 

7909 230.1 5.1 7907 135.1 3 

8559 219.8 4.9 8559 129.1 2.9 

9209 207.7 4.6 9209 122 2.7 

9860 193.8 4.3 9860 113.8 2.5 

10510 178 4 10510 104.5 2.3 

11160 160.2 3.6 11160 94.1 2.1 

11810 140.6 3.1 11810 82.6 1.8 

12461 119 2.6 12461 69.9 1.6 
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12973 95.4 2.1 13012 56 1.2 

3.2.1. Constraints 

The way of constraining the sailing wing will be explained throughout this subchapter. 

 

Figure 3.14 – Constraints in the bottom of the sail. 

In the Figure 3.14, the lines in dark and light pink are ropes that, when pulled, control the angle 

of attack. Therefore, if both cables are loose, the main plane and the flap can rotate freely around the 

brown pivot and around the centre of the purple plate respectively. The lime green bar makes the 

connection between the main plane and the flap. The position of the flap pivot point depends upon the 

main plane angle of attack. Next pictures show how the shrouds12 are connected to the main plane. The 

first way of attaching them is shown in Figure 3.15. In the second iteration, the attachment changed and 

can be observed in Figure 3.16. The idea in the second one is to attach the shrouds in the skin near the 

spar. 

 

Figure 3.15 – Shroud attachment for the first iteration. 

                                                     

 

12 Shrouds are cables that connect the sailing wing to the hulls. 
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Figure 3.16 – Shroud attachment after reviewing the geometry. 

In FEA modelling, the constraints depend upon the configuration of the wing (the main plane 

and flap angles of attack), since cables and shrouds only resist to tension. By an easy visual inspection, 

one can foresee which will be in tension or loose. After that, one can verify the assumption by submitting 

a test case and observe the stress values on them. 

The way of constraining the sailing was to retain the cables and shrouds in tension but leaving 

them the possibility to rotate freely. Besides the cables and shrouds, the wing was also constrained in 

the main plane pivot.  

3.3. Load cases and requirements 

We considered two load cases. The first one is the linear static analysis of the loading condition 

mentioned later in this chapter. The other load case is an analysis of linear buckling regarding the 

previously mentioned linear static load case. 

The linear static analysis calls the loads referred in section 3.2 and the boundary conditions 

presented in subsection 3.2.1. This analysis allows us to observe how the sailing wing deforms and how 

far the structure is from failure (strength). Displacements with an absolute value greater than 300mm 

should be avoided. Composite failure index above 1.0 is not acceptable; all zones with composite failure 

indexes (CFI) greater than 0.8 should be observed carefully. 

The structure is required to have a reserve factor of at least 1.5 regarding the buckling 

behaviour. Hence, eigenvalues under 1.5 are unacceptable. 
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3.4. Baseline configuration 

3.4.1. Laminate 

We considered three baseline models. Each of them has two different laminates. One is a 

sandwich with one cloth prepreg13 lamina in each side. In the skin, near the leading and trailing edges 

of both main plane and flap, the laminate is solid, with two plies. The orientations of the laminae vary in 

the three baseline models. 

Let 0º be the span direction for the skin and spars, and the chord for the ribs. The first baseline 

model has all laminae oriented in 0º/90º. The second baseline model has the outer laminae oriented 

through +45º and the inner ones through 0º/90º. The third has all laminae oriented through +45º. The 

total mass of the composite components is 54.2kg. Regardless of structural strength concerns, this is 

the minimum mass achievable for the current geometry, because no less than one ply at each side of 

the core is acceptable. 

3.5. Results and discussion 

After running a linear static analysis, the obtained displacements for the three baseline models 

are depicted in Figure 3.17. 

 

Figure 3.17 – Displacement contour plot (magnitude 1x) [mm]. Left: 1st model; middle: 2nd model; right: 3rd model.  

The second model presents a lower maximum displacement than the other two. For that reason, 

the first and third models are going to be neglected because they have the same mass but higher 

                                                     

 

13 A type of laminate composite material with the fibre impregnated with resin. This type of material allows 
a cleaner lamination (the matrix is not liquid) and the lamination of more complex geometries. Furthermore, lower 
percentages of matrix are available. The concerns involving the use of prepreg are the cost and the shelf life 

because it must be kept at low temperatures.  
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compliance. Besides this, it is clear that the structure is deforming too much. Hence more material is 

going to be needed. To avoid adding too much material, we included more connection points between 

main plane and flap for controlling better the displacements in the flap. To understand this need, one 

should pay attention to the behaviour of the lower part of the flap, in the right of the Figure 3.17. 

The following Figure 3.18 shows the displacement plot of the second model, with extra 

connecting points between main plane and flap. Previously there were only three points, one at each 

interface rib; now this number was increased to five (these two are between each of the pre-existent 

ones). 

 

Figure 3.18 – Displacement contour plot (magnitude 1x) [mm]. 

Although the maximum displacement decreases only slightly, the deformed shape of the flap is 

more controlled. In the Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20, the first fifty linear buckling modes and the 

composite failure indexes of this latest configuration are presented. 

 
Figure 3.19 – First fifty linear buckling modes (envelope). 
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Figure 3.20 – Composite failure index contour plot. 

Observing the results above in the Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20, and given that the fiftieth 

eigenvalue is very low (less than 0.5, which implies that the structure will buckle at less than 50% the 

applied loading condition), it is clear that the load case that drives the optimisation is the linear buckling 

analysis. Even though, there are many elements not respecting the maximum CFI allowable in small 

areas. hence, this problem can be solved with small carbon patches whose masses will not be significant 

in the overall mass, due to their sizes. In certain areas, these areas can simply disregarded if they are 

due to the way the loads and constraints are modelled (modelling error). 

A structure is more prone to buckling if it is long and slender, which is the case of the sailing 

wing baseline configuration, due to its walls that are less than 1mm thick and has a span of more than 

12m. An easy way of realising how to surpass the buckling problem is to regard the sailing wing as a 

Euler beam in a clamped-free condition. The following equation gives a better understanding of this 

phenomenon. 

𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 =
𝜋2𝐸𝐼

(𝑘𝐿)2
, 𝑘 = 2𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑 − 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒𝐵𝐶. (3.1) 

 

In eq. (3.1), the critical load is directly proportional to the moment of inertia (I) and the Young 

modulus, and inversely proportional to the effective length. For the special case of a clamped-free 

condition, the effective length is twice the span. 

Given the previous equation and that the span of the sailing wing cannot change, either a greater 

Young modulus or a greater moment of inertia is needed. The Young modulus can be increased if one 

chooses to add unidirectional fibres to the baseline laminate. The moment of inertia may be greater by 

thickening the core (and consequently decreasing the Young modulus) or adding more plies (or both). 

Another way of increasing the first buckling mode is to decrease the span artificially, which was done 

previously by adding more linking points between main plane and flap. In principle, the shape of the 

buckled structure will have a small displacement at the heights of the linked zones. Hence, the first mode 
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will correspond to, roughly speaking, a higher mode if main plane and flap were not connected. In other 

words, it would correspond to smaller, more energetic, wavelength.  

Thickening the core should provide benefits because the addition of weight is almost negligible 

when compared with the increase in the moment of inertia, due to the parallel axis theorem. To better 

support this idea, one can think of the buckling of a sandwich thin-walled circular cylinder (24). Given 

that the forces acting on the sail are perpendicular to the span, the sail will start to bend even before 

any instability occurs. To delay the buckling of the structure, one should prevent the structure from 

bending so it is necessary to increase the flexural stiffness. The following equation (Eq. 3.2) gives the 

flexural stiffness, assuming that the facings of the core are isotropic and have the same stiffness and 

that the core cannot carry bending loads and the structure is a circular cylinder without stiffeners. (24) 

𝐷 =
𝐸𝑡ℎ2

2(1 − 𝜐2)
, (3.2) 

 

 Where D is the flexural stiffness, t is the thickness of the facing sheets, h is the distance 

between the facing centroids and E is the Young modulus. 

Independently of the way one chooses to increase the structure critical load and given that the 

geometry does not change, it is strictly necessary to thicken the structure. Consequently, the mass of 

the sailing wing will necessarily increase.  

Let us add six laminae of unidirectional prepreg oriented in 0º, three at the beginning of the 

laminate and another three at the end, and double the core thickness. These modifications lead to the 

following stacking:  

[3 × (00𝑈𝐷) 450
−
+⁄ 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑡ℎ 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (00 900⁄ )𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑡ℎ 3 × (00𝑈𝐷)⁄⁄⁄ ] 

In the monolithic zones, two cloth laminae were also added. The total mass of composite 

material is 167.5kg which is unacceptable and thus, it must be reduced while optimising. Figure 3.21 

and Figure 3.22 underneath show the displacement plot and all linear buckling modes with an 

eigenvalue under 1.5. 
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Figure 3.21 – Eigen buckling modes with eigenvalues below 1.5. 

 
Figure 3.22 – Displacement contour plot (magnitude 5x) [mm]. 

The buckling modes found are local, thus can be avoided with local reinforcements and for that 

reason, they are neglected at this stage. The maximum displacement was 163mm, which is less than 

the maximum allowable 300mm. As this configuration complies with the specifications, this will be 

regarded as the baseline configuration for the optimisation procedures.   
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4. Optimisation procedure 

 

In this chapter, the optimisation of the sailing wing is described, step by step. Two major 

iterations exist. A second concept was needed, because the results of the first attempt were not 

satisfactory, and there was the belief that the sailing wing could be further optimised.  

Firstly, the whole sail skin was intended to carry both membrane and bending stresses. In a 

second loop, a hybrid solution was created, where the most aft portions of the skins are made of vinyl 

film and only carry membrane stresses. 

4.1. First iteration 

4.1.1. Free-size optimisation 

Prior to submitting this optimisation, three general laminates were created: one is monolithic14 

and the other two have sandwich configurations. Solid carbon was applied to the sailing wing skin near 

the leading and trailing edges, for manufacturing reasons15. Sandwich laminate without unidirectional 

prepreg was applied to the interior geometry. The rest of the sail skin has a sandwich laminate with 

directional prepreg.  

Only one property can be optimised at each run if one desires to generate the deck file for the 

next optimisation step automatically. For this reason, only the sandwich with unidirectional prepreg is 

going to be optimised. 

Regarding the chosen materials, we have one type of core foam with a thickness of 5mm (if 

10mm is used, then we are considering two layers of core) and two types of prepreg: one with 

unidirectional fibres and a woven. The UD and cloth prepregs have thicknesses of 0.124mm and 

0.23mm, correspondingly.  

The Table 4.1 shows the composition of the laminates that will be subjected to optimisation. 

Table 4.1 – Laminate definition (super-plies). 

Sandwich laminate 
with UD 

Ply material UD Cloth16 Core Cloth 

Ply orientation 0º +45º --- 0º/90º 

Ply thickness [mm] 0.744 0.46 10 0.46 

 

                                                     

 

14 We call monolithic (or solid carbon) to laminates that are composed of CFRP exclusively and do not 
have foam. 

15 In locations with significant curvature, the application of solid foam is not recommended because it 
becomes very difficult to conform its shape. 

16 Cloth – cloth prepreg. 
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The other two laminates are described in the Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 – Laminates definition. 

Monolithic laminate 

Ply material UD / UD / UD / Cloth /Cloth / UD / UD / UD 

Ply orientation 0º / 0º / 0º / +45º / (0º/90º) / 0º / 0º / 0º 

Ply thickness [mm] 0.124/0.124/0.124/0.23/0.23/0.124/0.124/0.124 

Sandwich laminate 
without UD 

Ply material Cloth / Cloth / Core / Core / Cloth / Cloth 

Ply orientation (0º/90º) / +45º / NA / NA / +45º/ (0º/90º) 

Ply thickness [mm] 0.23 / 0.23 / 5 / 5 / 0.23 / 0.23 

 

Despite one lamina of cloth at each side of the core would be enough for the laminate which is 

going to be optimised, we considered two laminae so as to give the freedom to have, in certain locations, 

both laminae (one at each side of the core) with the same orientation.  

The results for both linear static and linear buckling analyses before optimisation are shown 

underneath (Figure 4.1). In other words, the results underneath correspond to the baseline design before 

free-size optimisation. One should recall that the SMEAR option was activated and therefore the 

laminating order is disregarded and hence the buckling analysis is compromised at this stage.  

 
Figure 4.1 – Left: Displacement contour plot (magnitude 5x) [mm]. Right: linear buckling modes with frequency 

below 1.5. 

The maximum displacement is less than 300mm (161mm) and the linear buckling modes under 

1.5 are not global (and appear in a zone where the laminate will not be optimised). As the structure 

complies with the structural requests, the optimisation can start. The free-size optimisation must not 

regard the buckling analysis because otherwise ply bundles would be created where localised buckling 

modes are found. 

The idea at this stage is to have an optimised laminate with a similar compliance but with less 

mass. Hence, the chosen optimisation constraints are the following: 

 The top of the sail must not displace more than 200 mm, 

 The total mass should decrease at least 35%.  
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One more constraint was added and is related to manufacturing constraints: minimum member 

size. This parameter sets the minimum diameter of the ply bundles to help avoiding small 

reinforcements.  

The objective of this optimisation process is to minimize compliance. Only one property can be 

assigned for optimisation if the objective is to a deck file with the ply bundles created by the optimiser. 

The chosen property was the sandwich laminate of the skin.  

The optimisation converged after 10 iterations, with all constraints satisfied. The maximum 

displacement is 194mm (as shown in the Figure 4.2) and the total mass is 35% less than the baseline 

configuration. The thickness of each orientation is presented in the Table 4.3 underneath.  

 

Figure 4.2 – Displacement contour plot (magnitude 1x) [mm]. 
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Table 4.3 – Thickness per orientation. 

UD 0º 

  

Cloth +45º (45º) 

  

Cloth 0º/90º 

(90º) 

  

Core (20º) 
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Observing the results, it is noted that the shapes of the created ply bundles do not always make 

sense, for manufacturing reasons. Due to the large size of the wing, small and odd sized ply bundles 

hardly make sense. Furthermore, the wing should be symmetric because the wind is expected to come 

either from port or from starboard. The results are not symmetrical for two reasons: the set-up of the 

wing is not symmetrical and only one load case was considered. To have symmetrical ply bundles, the 

flap would have to be aligned to the main plane and two load cases would have had to be considered 

(the second one being the symmetrical of the first).  

In an attempt to create bundles that make more sense in terms of manufacturing, the deck file 

originated by the solver was modified. After that, the total mass of composite material is 130.7kg. 

For checking if it still satisfies the design constraints, we submitted a test run. The Figure 4.3 

shows the displacement and the buckling modes with RF below 1.5. 

 

Figure 4.3 – Left: Displacement contour plot (magnitude 1x) [mm]. Right: linear buckling modes with eigenvalues 

below 1.5. 

As one can see, the displacement is well under 300mm, having a maximum of 173mm. Buckling 

modes are found only nearby the shroud attachment, being an acceptable result. 

4.1.2. Size optimisation 

Regarding the manufacturing constraints, unidirectional prepreg must have a thickness of 

0.124mm, the cloth prepreg, 0.23mm and the core 5mm. 

In this step, the buckling analysis is included in the optimisation procedure. The objective is to 

minimize the mass. As design constraints, the displacement must not exceed 300mm and the first 

buckling eigenvalue has to be at least 1 (although eigenvalues under 1.5 are unacceptable for global 

eigenmodes). Manufacture constraints were left unchanged. 

The optimisation converged after the third iteration, with an infeasible design because buckling 

eigenvalues under 1.5 are found. The total composite mass is 132.4kg. 
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The following picture shows the thickness plot after convergence. 

 

Figure 4.4 – Thickness plot. 

As shown in the pictures underneath, a maximum displacement of 162mm is achieved. 

Concerning the buckling analysis, despite values below 1.5 are found, the envelope plot shows that 

none of them is global.  

 

Figure 4.5 – Left: Displacement plot (magnitude 5x). Units: mm. Right: linear buckling modes under 1.5. 

4.1.3. Ply stacking sequence optimisation 

This phase was skipped because this does not affect the mass of the laminate and, as it can be 

seen in the following subchapter, the sail mass obtained until now is not satisfactory. 

4.1.4. Results and discussion 

Only 35kg were removed from the baseline model. The total mass of the optimised laminate is 

97kg (and the total mass of composite material is 132.4kg). This value is much higher than the expected 
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and thus a new concept is needed. Regarding the discussion in the subchapter 3.5, the structural area 

of the skins is going to be reviewed, as it is going to be presented in the next chapter. 

4.1.5. New loop: Trial and error 

Before reviewing the geometry, a new loop of optimisation was done, using trial and error, 

having in mind the insight given by the previous optimisation. The maximum obtained displacement is 

of 200mm, no buckling eigenvalues under 1.5 were found and the total composite mass was 74kg (a 

considerable save of 24kg). CFI was also taken in consideration. The considerable weight decrease 

was mainly due to two reasons: 

 the optimisation of other components which were not optimised previously (monolithic skin, 

spars and ribs);  

 the addition of two extra spars. 

Figure 4.6, presented next, show the location of the extra spars. 

             

Figure 4.6 – Geometry. Left: Upper components. Right: Lower components. 
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The lay-up is explained in the following pictures and tables (Figure 4.7, Table 4.4, Figure 4.8 

and Table 4.5). 

    

Figure 4.7 – Skin lay-up definition. 

Table 4.4 – Skin lay-up details. 

Colour Stacking orientation Stacking material 

Red (0º/90º) / +45º All plies are cloth. 

Navy 
blue 

0º / (0º/90º) / 5mm core / +45º / 0º 
UD / Cloth / Core / Cloth / 
UD 

Cyan; 
Green 

(0º/90º) / 5mm core / +45º Cloth / Core / Cloth 

Light 
orange 

0º / 2x (0º/90º) / 2x +45º / 0º 
UD / 2x Cloth / 2x Cloth / 
UD 

Brown [2x (0º/90º) / 4x +45º] symmetric All plies are cloth. 

Purple (0º/90º) / 2x +45º / (0º/90º) / +45º / (0º/90º) / 2x +45º / (0º/90º) All plies are cloth. 

Grey (0º/90º) / 3x +45º / 5mm core /  3x +45º / (0º/90º) 
Cloth / 3x Cloth / Core / 3x 
Cloth / Cloth 

Pink (0º/90º) / 2x +45º / 5mm core /  2x +45º / (0º/90º) 
Cloth / 2x Cloth / Core / 2x 
Cloth / Cloth 

Dark 
green 

(0º/90º) / +45º / 5mm core /  +45º / (0º/90º) 
Cloth / Cloth / Core / Cloth 
/ Cloth 

Yellow [(0º/90º) / +45º] symmetric All plies are cloth. 

 

 

Figure 4.8 – Interior components lay-up definition. 
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Table 4.5 – Interior components lay-up details. 

Colour Stacking orientation Stacking material 

Dark green; 
grey 

+45º / 5mm core / +45º Cloth / core / Cloth 

Light yellow 
4x [(0º/90º) / +45º] / 20mm core /  
4x [+45º / (0º/90º)] 

4*[Cloth / Cloth] / core  / 4x [Cloth / 
Cloth] 

Light pink 
5x [(0º/90º) / +45º] / 20mm core / 5x  
[+45º / (0º/90º)] 

5*[Cloth / Cloth] / Core / 5*[Cloth / 
Cloth] 

Light blue 
2x [(0º/90º) / +45º] / 10mm core /  
2x [+45º / (0º/90º)] 

2*[Cloth / Cloth] / Core / 2*[Cloth / 
Cloth] 

Orange 
(0º/90º) / +45º / (0º/90º) / 3x +45º / (0º/90º) / 
15mm core / (0º/90º) / 3x +45º / (0º/90º) / +45º 
/ (0º/90º) 

Cloth / Cloth / Cloth / 3*Cloth / Cloth 
/ Core / Cloth / 3*Cloth / Cloth / 
Cloth / Cloth 

Dark pink 
2x [(0º/90º) / +45º] / 15mm core /  
2x [+45º / (0º/90º)] 

2*[Cloth / Cloth] / Core / 2*[Cloth / 
Cloth] 

 

The displacement plot is shown in Figure 4.9. The maximum value is 200mm. 

 

Figure 4.9 – Displacement contour plot (magnitude 5x) [mm]. 

The maximum composite failure index is quite above the required 0.5, although it is located in 

a zone where a bracket is expected to exist and was not considered. The Figure 4.10 underneath show 

the distribution composite failure index distribution. 
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Figure 4.10 – Composite failure index contour plot. 

 

Figure 4.11 – Left: Composite failure index contour plot: detail. Right: First linear buckling mode. 

The picture in the right of the Figure 4.11 shows the first linear buckling mode. This mode 

corresponds to an eigenvalue of 3.05, which is greater than the required 1.50. 

4.2. Second iteration 

The results obtained in the previous chapter are not as good as expected. The thickness of the 

skin was strongly affected by the buckling analysis. As previously stated, buckling is prone to happen in 

long slender shells. Considering this, another design was created and tested, in order to assess whether 

it provides a lighter structure.  

4.2.1. New geometry 

The new design is similar to the previous, with more interior components, and part of the skin 

will be non-structural. By doing this, the structural part of the skin need to have a thicker skin is due not 

only to the geometrical instability but also to the structural strength. In principal, this solution will lead to 
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a lighter solution. Besides this, a new modification was added which is concerned with the shroud 

attachment locations. The new location is shown in the Figure 3.16. The addition of multiple ribs is 

motivated both for structural reasons and for keeping the aerofoil shape in the non-structural skins. 

In the following figures (Figure 4.12 through Figure 4.14), the new geometry is depicted. As one 

can see, many ribs were added; one spar was included to the upper parts of both main plane and flap; 

a new spar, at the rear of the pre-existent was also added in the lower part of the main plane.  

 
Figure 4.12 – Global view. 

 
Figure 4.13 – Inner geom. (up). 

 
Figure 4.14 – Inner geom. (low). 

 

Several test runs were carried out. It became clear that the spars can be hollow as well as the 

ribs. It was also concluded that, in the main plane, the transition between lower and upper part is too 

abrupt, thus, that part of the geometry should be revised.  

A revised geometry is shown underneath (Figure 4.15 through Figure 4.17). This is the baseline 

geometry for the current optimisation loop. 

 
Figure 4.15 – Global view. 

 
Figure 4.16 – Inner geom. 

 
Figure 4.17 – Inner geom. close-up. 
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4.2.2. Baseline configuration for second iteration 

The geometry used in this second iteration was already presented. In this section, the baseline 

laminates are chosen in a similar way to the one carried out in section 4.1. 

At this stage, all the sandwich laminates in the model will be optimised. Contrary to what have 

been done in section 4.1, the laminate for the interior geometry is going to be optimised as well as the 

skin. Their integration will be done only in the second phase (size optimisation) because unidirectional 

fibres are desired in the skin but not in the interior components. One should recall that only one property 

can be optimised in the first phase if the creation of a deck file for the second phase is desired. Three 

components will not be optimised: trailing edges, monolithic zones of the skin and interface ribs.  

The baseline laminates for all locations except two zones are presented in the Table 4.1. These 

two zones are the trailing edge and the interface ribs.  

Table 4.6 – Laminate definition. 

Sandwich laminate 
with UD 

Ply material UD / UD / UD / Cloth /Core/Cloth / UD / UD / UD 

Ply orientation 0º / 0º / 0º / +45º / NA / (0º/90º) / 0º / 0º / 0º 

Ply thickness [mm] 0.124/0.124/0.124/0.23/5/0.23/0.124/0.124/0.124 

Monolithic laminate 

Ply material UD / UD / UD / Cloth /Cloth / UD / UD / UD 

Ply orientation 0º / 0º / 0º / +45º / (0º/90º) / 0º / 0º / 0º 

Ply thickness [mm] 0.124/0.124/0.124/0.23/0.23/0.124/0.124/0.124 

Sandwich laminate 
without UD 

Ply material Cloth / Cloth / Core / Core / Cloth / Cloth 

Ply orientation (0º/90º) / +45º / NA / NA / +45º/ (0º/90º) 

Ply thickness [mm] 0.23 / 0.23 / 5 / 5 / 0.23 / 0.23 

 

The trailing edge is prone to buckling because in the model the membrane effect of the film is 

not considered, thus an unrealistic (dummy) thick laminate was used. This decision is not dangerous for 

the structure because we can allow for the trailing edge to buckle without endangering the structure. 

The function of the trailing edge is to transfer the membrane loads from the vinyl film to the ribs. 

The interface ribs are quite complex and should be sized by hand due to its complexity, because 

they present areas with and without core and have metallic inserts in certain locations to attach other 

subcomponents (not present in the model), leading to artificial stress concentrations associated to point 

loads and rigid elements. 
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In the following pictures (Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19), the results for the baseline model are 

presented.  

 

Figure 4.18 – Left: Composite failure index contour plot. Right: Displacement contour plot (magnitude 5x) [mm]. 

 

Figure 4.19 – Eigen buckling modes with eigenvalues below 1.5. 

According to the results presented above, all constraints are met, since the displacements are 

quite low, with a maximum of 110mm; composite failure indexes are under 1.0; and only local buckling 

modes are found. The total composite mass is of 79.2kg, disregarding the trailing edge. This mass is 

greater than the obtained in the subchapter 4.1.5 (trial and error).  

4.2.3. Free-size optimisation 

As the baseline configuration fulfils all constraints, the objective will be to minimize the 

compliance while decreasing the mass, as what was done in the paragraph 4.1.1. The chosen design 

constraints are the following: 

 The top of the sail must not displace more than 200mm, 

 The total mass should decrease at least 35%. 
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According to the previous iteration (section 4.1), the manufacturing constraint that prevents the 

creation of small reinforcements – the minimum member size was used again. 

Table 4.7 shows the definition of the laminate which is going to be subjected to free-size 

optimisation. The remaining laminates were left unchanged from the baseline model. 

Table 4.7 – Laminate definition. 

Sandwich laminate 
with UD 

Ply material UD Cloth17 Core Cloth 

Ply orientation 0º +45º --- 0º/90º 

Ply thickness [mm] 0.744 0.46 5 0.46 

 

The optimisation converged after 6 iterations with all constraints satisfied. A maximum 

displacement of 140mm was achieved.  

 

Figure 4.20 –Displacement contour plot (magnitude 5x) [mm]. 

We submitted a buckling load case for the converged model. As result, many catastrophic 

modes were found with reserve factor under 1.5. Two plots are depicted in Figure 4.21.  

                                                     

 

17 Cloth – cloth prepreg. 
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Figure 4.21 – Buckling modes with RF under 1.5. 

Table 4.8 shows the thickness distribution per lamina orientation after convergence.  

Table 4.8 – Thickness per orientation. 

UD 0º 

  

Cloth +45º (45º) 
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Cloth 0º/90º 

(90º) 

  

Core (20º) 

  

 

Before continuing, the core thickness is imposed as 5mm all over the design area so as to 

observe if the buckling problem is solved or, at least, mitigated. The observed buckling modes with 

eigenvalues less than 1.50 is shown in the Figure 4.22. As it can be seen, only negligible modes are 

found. 

 

Figure 4.22 – Buckling modes with frequencies below 1.5. 
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As discussed previously in paragraph 4.1.1, the shape of the ply bundles should be revised, for 

manufacturing reasons and due to the asymmetry of the model and loading. To do so, the deck file 

created by the optimiser should be edited. Besides the revising of the bundles’ shape, both spars and 

ribs were also included for optimisation.  

The graphs in Figure 4.23 underneath show the results at each iteration, for the compliance and 

for the mass fraction. 

 

Figure 4.23 – Left: Compliance at each iteration. Right: Mass fraction at each iteration. 

4.2.4. Size optimisation 

As explained before, during free-size optimisation, only one property can be optimised if the 

creation of a deck file ready for size optimisation is desired. For this reason, zones where unidirectional 

fibres are not desired (ribs and spars) were not considered. Before continuing, the laminate of the interior 

geometry, namely spars and ribs, was also included as design variable. Each laminate is independent 

from one another in the point of view of the stacking.  

The size optimisation methodology was divided into two steps. As a first attempt, each ply was 

allowed to have any thickness, if the total thickness per bundle satisfied the constraints which are 

described in the Table 4.9. With this first attempt, one can observe the tendency of each bundle to be 

thicker or thinner (or even disappear). After this step is concluded, the thickness of each ply is injected 

in the subsequent run, in where each ply thickness would have a discrete (manufacturing realisable) 

value18.  

  

                                                     

 

18 Each ply has a thickness which depends upon the fibre and resin system as well as the fibre weight (%) 
and the mass of fibre per unit surface. Thus, once the material (prepreg) is chosen, the thickness is imposed. 
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Table 4.9 – Total thickness per bundle constraints. 

Stacking Ply bundle description 
Minimum thickness 
[mm] 

Maximum thickness 
[mm] 

Skin 

All ply bundles made of UD 0.00 0.744 (6 plies) 

Global plies 0deg 0.46 (2 plies) 0.46 (2 plies) 

Reinforcement plies 0deg 0.00 0.46 (2 plies) 

Global plies 45deg 0.00 0.46 (2 plies) 

Reinforcement plies 45deg 0.00 0.46 (2 plies) 

Core 5.00 5.00 

Spars and 
Ribs 

Global plies 0deg 0.23 (1 ply) 0.46 (2 plies) 

Reinforcement plies 0deg 0.00 0.46 (2 plies) 

Global plies 45deg 0.00 0.46 (2 plies) 

Reinforcement plies 45deg 0.00 0.46 (2 plies) 

Core 10.0 10.0 

 

Besides the linear static analysis, the linear buckling analysis was also considered at this stage. 

The objective of the size optimisation was set as minimizing the mass. The considered design 

constraints are the following: 

 The top of the sail must not displace more than 200mm, 

o Although 300mm is an acceptable value, 200mm was chosen for a better control over 

the buckling. 

 The first buckling eigenvalue has to be at least 1.0 (although eigenvalues under 1.5 are 

unacceptable for global eigenmodes). 

o This decision was taken because it is understood that normally the first modes are 

local and thus may have a reserve factor under 1.5. 

Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25 present the results regarding the first sub step of size optimisation. 

The analyses converged after 7 iterations, achieving a feasible design. A total composite mass of 51.3kg 

was obtained, disregarding trailing edge. The mass of the optimised areas is 33.8kg. The maximum 

displacement has a magnitude of 140mm. Regarding the buckling subcase, only local modes are found 

for eigenvalues below 1.5. 

 

Figure 4.24 – Left: Displacement contour plot (magnitude 5x) [mm]. Right: Composite failure index contour plot. 
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Figure 4.25 – Eigen buckling modes with eigenvalues below 1.50. 

The thickness of each bundle is shown through the pictures and the table presented in the 

Figure 4.26 and Table 4.10 underneath. 

 

Figure 4.26 – Thickness contour plot. 
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Table 4.10 – Total thickness per bundle after convergence (iteration 7). 

Stacking Material / Orientation 
Ply bundle 
description 

Thickness [mm] 

Skin 

UD 0deg 

Global 0.01 (approx. 0 plies) 

Reinforcement 1 0.01 (approx. 0 plies) 

Reinforcement 2 0.31 (approx. 2.5 plies) 

Reinforcement 3 0.74 (6 plies) 

Cloth 45deg 

Global 0.06 (approx. 0 plies) 

Reinforcement 1 1.58E-03 (approx. 0 plies) 

Reinforcement 2 1.33E-03 (approx. 0 plies) 

Reinforcement 3 0.01 (approx. 0 plies) 

Cloth 0deg 

Global 0.46 (2 plies) 

Reinforcement 1 1.05E-03 (approx. 0 plies) 

Reinforcement 2 0.01 (approx. 0 plies) 

Reinforcement 3 0.01 (approx. 0 plies) 

Core Global 4.99 (as prescribed) 

Spars and Ribs 

Cloth 45deg 

Global 0.30 (approx. 1.5 plies) 

Reinforcement 1 3.53E-04 (approx. 0 plies) 

Reinforcement 2 5.73E-04 (approx. 0 plies) 

Reinforcement 3 2.39E-04 (approx. 0 plies) 

Reinforcement 4 1.76E-03 (approx. 0 plies) 

Cloth 0deg 

Global 0.46 (2 plies) 

Reinforcement 1 3.46E-04 (approx. 0 plies) 

Reinforcement 2 4.41E-04 (approx. 0 plies) 

Reinforcement 3 2.30E-04 (approx. 0 plies) 

Reinforcement 4 2.26E-03 (approx. 0 plies) 

Core Global 9.99 (as prescribed) 

 

The graphs in the Figure 4.27 underneath show the results at each iteration, for the first buckling 

frequency and for the total mass, in tons. 

 

Figure 4.27 – Left: Total mass at each iteration. Right: First buckling frequency at each iteration. 

The results in the previous table are used for the following optimisation step in which the ply 

thickness will change in a discrete (realisable) way, and keeping all the other data unmodified, the 

optimisation converges after 4 iterations, with an unfeasible design, due to the first buckling eigenvalues. 

The total composite mass is of 45.9kg. Removing non-optimised composite materials, a total mass of 

31.4kg is achieved.  

Regarding the obtained the results, the Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29 show that a maximum 

displacement of 185mm is obtained. Buckling eigenvalues less than 1.5 are found although the result is 

acceptable because the modes are not global. 
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Figure 4.28 – Left: Displacement contour plot (magnitude 5x). [mm]. Right: Composite failure index contour plot. 

 

Figure 4.29 – Eigen buckling modes with frequencies below 1.5. 
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Figure 4.30, Table 4.11 and Table 4.12 explain in detail the result obtained after closing this 

optimisation step. 

 

Figure 4.30 – Thickness contour plot. 

 

Table 4.11 – Total thickness per bundle after convergence (iteration 4). 

Stacking 
Material / 
Orientation 

Ply bundle 
description 

Ply bundle 
ID 

Thickness 
[mm] 

No of plies 

Skin 

UD 0deg 

Global 11100 0.00 0 

Reinforcement 1 11200 0.00 0 

Reinforcement 2 11300 0.124 1 

Reinforcement 3 11400 0.74 6 

Cloth 45deg 

Global 12100 0.00 0 

Reinforcement 1 12200 0.00 0 

Reinforcement 2 12300 0.00 0 

Reinforcement 3 12400 0.00 0 

Cloth 0deg 

Global 13100 0.46 2 

Reinforcement 1 13200 0.00 0 

Reinforcement 2 13300 0.23 1 

Reinforcement 3 13400 0.23 1 

Core Global 14100 5.00 1 

Spars and 
Ribs 

Cloth 45deg 

Global 22100 0.23 1 

Reinforcement 1 22200 0.00 0 

Reinforcement 2 22300 0.00 0 

Reinforcement 3 22400 0.00 0 

Reinforcement 4 22500 0.00 0 

Cloth 0deg 

Global 23100 0.46 2 

Reinforcement 1 23200 0.00 0 

Reinforcement 2 23300 0.00 0 

Reinforcement 3 23400 0.00 0 

Reinforcement 4 23500 0.00 0 

Core Global 24100 10.00 2 
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Table 4.12 – Total thickness per bundle after convergence (iteration 4): skins. 

Skin: UD 0deg 

Global Reinforcement 1 Reinforcement 2 Reinforcement 3 

    
Skin: Cloth 45deg 

Global Reinforcement 1 Reinforcement 2 Reinforcement 3 

    
Skin: Cloth 0deg 

Global Reinforcement 1 Reinforcement 2 Reinforcement 3 
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Table 4.13 – Total thickness per bundle after convergence (iteration 4): ribs and spars. 

Ribs and Spars: Cloth 45deg 

Global Reinforcement 1 Reinforcement 2 Reinforcement 3 Reinforcement 4 

     
Ribs and Spars: Cloth 0deg 

Global Reinforcement 1 Reinforcement 2 Reinforcement 3 Reinforcement 4 

     
 

The graphs in Figure 4.31, underneath, show the results at each iteration, for the first buckling 

frequency and for the total mass. 

 

Figure 4.31 – Left: Total mass at each iteration. Right: First buckling frequency at each iteration. 

4.2.5. Ply stacking sequence optimisation 

Many attempts were carried out regarding this phase but none of them retrieved a satisfactory 

result. The baseline configuration is the one explained in the previous subchapter. The objective was 

set to minimize the compliance. As it was said before, several attempts were made. They differ from 

one to another due to the constraints applied to the laminate. The design constraints which are common 

to all attempts are the following:  
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 eigen buckling values should be greater than 1.0 (although global buckling modes with 

values under 1.5 are not acceptable); 

 the maximum displacement of the structure should not exceed 200mm. 

Regarding the constraints associated to manufacturing, in the first attempt, no constraints were 

added. In the second attempt, the core material (defined with an angle of 20º), was set as core and thus 

it should be placed on top of the laminate because our laminate is non-symmetric. Besides this 

constraint, another was added: no more than four plies with an orientation of 0º (unidirectional fibres) 

can be placed successively. In the third attempt, besides the constraints defined in the second attempt, 

cover plies were defined with an orientation of 0º (UD). In principle, this would lead to an unfeasible 

design because the number of cover plies is more than the maximum that can be layered successively. 

A four, and last, attempt was made using the same constraints as the previous one but deleting the core 

definition. 

In the following, the results of each attempt are shown in Table 4.14 through Table 4.16, namely 

the stacking sequence and the correspondent compliance. 

Table 4.14 – Graphs of the compliance per iteration for all four attempts. 

1st attempt 2nd attempt 

  
3rd attempt 4th attempt 
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Table 4.15 – Minimum compliance per iteration for all four attempts. 

Attempt Minimum compliance Correspondent iteration 

1st attempt 99537 mm/N 7, 9 

2nd attempt 99526 mm/N 3, 5, 7, 9 

3rd attempt 99530 mm/N 3, 5, 7, 9 

4th attempt 99855 mm/N 4 
 
Table 4.16 – Stacking sequences for all four attempts. 

1st 

 

Comments:  
The 7th and 9th  iterations 
are the ones that retrieve 
the minimum 
compliance. Both are 
equal and there is only 
one concern which is the 
fact that the core does 
not have a lamina in one 
of its sides.  

2nd 

 

Comments:  

The 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th 
iterations are the ones 
that retrieve the 
minimum compliance. 
All are very similar. 
There is only one 
concern which is the fact 
that the core does not 
have a lamina in one of 
its sides. Among all 
attempts, these are the 
ones that retrieve the 
minimum compliance. 

3rd 

 

Comments:  

The 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th 
iterations are the ones 
that retrieve the 
minimum compliance. 
All are very similar. 
There is only one 
concern which is the fact 
that the core does not 
have a lamina in one of 
its sides. An interesting 
fact is that in this attempt 
there is a tendency to 
begin the lay-up with UD 
laminae. 
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4th 

 

Comments:  
The 4th iteration is the 
one that retrieves the 
minimum compliance. 
Regarding the quality of 
the solution, the core 
does not have a lamina 
in one of its sides and all 
UDs are placed 
together, which are 
more than the 
prescribed 4. 

 

Although none of the solutions are desirable or acceptable, they provide an insight regarding 

the behaviour of the structure. One should note that the first numbers of the ply IDs of the Table 4.16 

are consistent with the nomenclature shown in Table 4.11. 

The optimisation using OptiStruct® is now finished, although with less than desirable results. 

No more efforts are going to be carried out with the ply stacking sequence optimisation. The following 

subchapter will use the insight provided by this third stage of the optimisation to define the final lay-up. 

4.2.6. Fine tuning  

Observing the results coming from the ply stacking sequence optimisation, one can infer that 

the core material should be placed as later as possible. This can be explained by understanding that 

the outermost plies are more effective for bending, being more exterior. The iteration number 9 of the 

second attempt is going to be used as baseline for the fine tuning.  

 The innermost global plies of both stacks are going to be pushed inwards, to cover the other 

sides of the cores. If the ply right before the core is not a global ply it will be change too because the 

core does not adhere well to unidirectional plies. This way the lay-ups are going to be changed in the 

following manner (Table 4.17): 

Table 4.17 – Stacking sequences before and after manual revision. 

Stack 1 (skins) 

Before 13301/11301/11401/11402/13102/11406/11403/11404/11405/13101/13401/14101 

After 13301/11301/11401/11402/11406/11403/11404/11405/13401/13102/14101/13101 

Stack 2 (ribs and spars) 

Before 23102/22101/23101/24101 

After 23102/22101/24101/23101 
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The following images show that the maximum displacement and maximum composite failure 

index comply with the constraints. It is also shown that all buckling modes with a frequency below 1.5 

may be disregarded due to the fact that they are local and mainly due to the proximity to rigid elements 

or in the trailing edges. 

 

Figure 4.32 – Left: Composite failure index contour plot. Right: Displacement contour plot (magnitude 5x) [mm]. 

 

Figure 4.33 – Eigen buckling modes with frequencies below 1.5. 

4.2.7. Trial and error 

Having a valid and much lighter solution that the one obtained in the section 4.1, and having 

some extra time, the wing was further optimised with a trial and error basis. There are aspects that were 

regarded and are going to be briefly presented. 

4.2.8. Further laminate definition 

The reader is invited to remember that the interface ribs, trailing edges areas and monolithic 

zones were not closed so far.  
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4.2.8.1. Interface ribs 

As these zones are quite small, a manual optimisation is suitable for the interface ribs. It is 

necessary to pay special attention where the laminate should be monolithic or sandwich. Another 

important aspect is to take care regarding the attachment points (presence of fasteners, for instance). 

4.2.8.2. Trailing edges 

The trailing edges areas cannot be safely sized using the current FE model because it does not 

account for the membrane effect of the film which is going to be applied on top of the skin, closing the 

sail. Many buckling modes are found here if a low thickness is used, although it is not realistic due to 

the presence of the mentioned film. It was assumed that two plies are more than enough to support the 

film because, in principle, the film will fail first, as the trailing edge area is not expected to carry other 

loads than membrane too.  

4.2.8.3. Monolithic zones 

The monolithic zones laminates were changed in order to follow the cored laminate adjacent to 

it. For instance, if the adjacent cored zone has two plies and the core, then the monolithic zone will have 

two plies of the same material and thus no carbon fibre discontinuity is expected. If needed, 

reinforcements should be applied to mitigate the effect of the core discontinuity. 

4.2.9. Further considerations 

4.2.9.1. A new material became available 

A new material, with better mechanical properties (more stiffness, more strength, with roughly 

the same density, thinner) and also more expensive became available. This new material should be 

used exclusively in the main plane skin and some main plane rib, for cost reasons. 

4.2.9.2. Analysing more load cases 

Given the extra time to more carefully close the conception of the sail, more load cases were 

considered. The Table 4.18 describes all the regarded load cases. Each of these load cases were used 

to performed linear buckling analyses too. 
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Table 4.18 – Considered load cases. 

Load case Load case description 

Configuration 1 – Aerodynamic 
Load 

The original load case, which is described in subchapter 3.3 

Configuration 2 – Aerodynamic 
Load 

This load case is similar to the previous one but the flap is tilted -
45 degrees instead of -10 degrees. 

Configuration 1 – 3G_Aft Wing configuration -10º/-10º. 3G acceleration in the aft direction. 

Configuration 1 – 3G_Rwd 
Wing configuration -10º/-10º. 3G acceleration in the rear 
direction. 

Configuration 1 – 2G_Lat1 
Wing configuration -10º/-10º. 2G acceleration in one lateral 
direction (+X). 

Configuration 1 – 2G_Lat2 
Wing configuration -10º/-10º. 2G acceleration in the other lateral 
direction (-X). 

Configuration 2 – 3G_Aft Wing configuration -10º/-45º. 3G acceleration in the aft direction. 

Configuration 2 – 3G_Rwd 
Wing configuration -10º/-45º. 3G acceleration in the rear 
direction. 

Configuration 2 – 2G_Lat1 
Wing configuration -10º/-45º. 2G acceleration in one lateral 
direction (+X). 

Configuration 2 – 2G_Lat2 
Wing configuration -10º/-45º. 2G acceleration in the other lateral 
direction (-X). 

Note: 1G = 9810mm/s2 

 

4.2.10. Trial and error: closing design 

The iteration process of a manual optimisation, or a trial and error procedure, is out of scope of 

the present thesis and thus only the last iteration is going to be presented. 

4.2.10.1. Lay-up 

Herein, the final laminate is going to be briefly presented. Please recall that the material of the 

main plane skin cloth is different from all others. The zones that were only subjected to trial and error 

optimisation were skipped. The laminates used are the following: 
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 All the main plane and flap skins are 

constituted by two plies of cloth oriented in 

0deg, with core all over; 

 The main plane cloth is with the new material 

 The flap cloth is the same as previously 

 The image at the left (Error! Reference s

ource not found.) shows the laminate 

distribution for the spars and ribs: 

 In blue and green, it is defined a laminate 

constituted by two plies of cloth oriented in 

0deg, with core allover; 

 In yellow, the laminate is equal except that it 

has one extra cloth ply with the same 

orientation; 

 In orange, two plies of the new cloth material, 

oriented in 0º cover the core. 

 

Considering this last configuration, the total mass of 

composite (including all components) is 38.7kg. 

 

 

Figure 4.34 – Laminates of spars and ribs. 

 

4.2.10.2. Results: aerodynamic load cases 

The results obtained for static and linear buckling analyses regarding aerodynamic load cases 

are going to be presented next. 

Table 4.19 – Static displacement contour plot (magnitude) [mm]: Load cases 10 and 20. 

Load case 10 Load case 20 
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As it can be seen in Table 4.19, for the load case 10, the maximum displacement is violated. 

However, this is acceptable because the maximum composite failure index is acceptable and no global 

buckling modes are found, as it can be observed next (see Figure 4.35 and Figure 4.36). 

 
Figure 4.35 –Composite failure index: load case 10. 

 

Figure 4.36 –Composite failure index: load case 20. 

The composite failure index is above 0.8 only in the vicinity of one attachment between main 

plane and flap. This is not realistic due to the use of rigid elements. As for the buckling modes (see 

Figure 4.37 and Figure 4.38), they are mainly due to the use of rigid elements to apply the load, the bad 

simulation of the trailing edge and for the fact that in the FEM, the cored zone ends abruptly. In reality, 

the cores are chamfered with approximately 45 degrees.  
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Figure 4.37 –Buckling modes with frequency under 1.5 for load case 10. 

 

Figure 4.38 –Buckling modes with frequency under 1.5 for load case 20. 

4.2.10.1. Results: load cases due to inertial loads 

Table 4.20 shows the results for the load cases 11 through 14; and in the Table 4.21, the 

remaining load cases are presented (load cases 21 through 24). As it can be seen, the displacements 

are within the acceptance limit, the composite failure indexes are moderately low and no global buckling 

modes are found for frequencies less than 1.5. 
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Table 4.20 – Results for load cases 11 through 14. 

Load Case 11 Load Case 12 Load Case 13 Load Case 14 

Static displacement contour plot (magnitude) [mm] 

    
Composite failure index contour plot (always under 1.0) 

    
Eigen buckling modes with frequencies less than 1.5 

No modes were found. 

 

No modes were found. 

 
Shroud attachment check 
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Table 4.21 – Results for load cases 21 through 24. 

Load Case 21 Load Case 22 Load Case 23 Load Case 24 

Static displacement contour plot (magnitude) [mm] 

    
Composite failure index contour plot (always under 1.0) 

    
Eigen buckling modes with frequencies less than 1.5 

No modes were found. 

 

No modes were found. 

 
Shroud attachment check 
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4.2.11. Results and discussion 

The total mass of the final design (composite material) is 38.7kg which corresponds to a 

reduction for roughly half the mass of the design at the first conception closure (74kg). There are many 

factors that contributed to such lightweight solution. However, if one keeps in mind that the mass of the 

structure after the ply stacking sequence optimisation was of 46kg, leading to a save of 28kg, one can 

infer that there is a compromise between a sail with a full solid skin and a conventional sail with a mast. 

Due to the fact that the sail is very slender and subjected to bending, it is important to have significantly 

thick skins to prevent from buckling. In the other hand, having a mast absorbing all loading, it will need 

a big strength, stiffness and inertia, leading to a very massive solution. As for this, it may be inferred that 

the most favourable design is a hybrid solution, leaving the rear parts of the sailing wings with non-

structural, lighter material. 
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5. Conclusions and remarks 

During this dissertation it became clear that, due to the loading conditions and to the fact that a 

great span is needed, thin skins tend to be a bad option as they are very prone to buckle. For this reason, 

to meet the needed structural strength, the skin would require a greater moment of inertia. To do so, the 

thickness would have to increase. Increasing the thickness with little weight addition is possible when 

using structural sandwiches.  

At a first iteration, the whole skin was intended to carry load. After optimising, the total mass of 

the optimised skin was 97kg, which is much more than the expected. Consequently, the concept was 

reviewed and a hybrid solution was chosen. The aft skin portions of both main plane and flap were 

replaced by vinyl film. In order to guarantee the sectional shape along the span, many light ribs of 

sandwich construction were used. The load now is intended to flow by a smaller, more reinforced area. 

A strong reason for the need of reducing the structural area is that, as the total area is quite large, even 

having a single ply of cloth at each side with a core in the middle would lead to a mass of 54kg, only for 

the composite material.  

The second iteration retrieved a composite mass of 51.3kg which is less than the virtual 

minimum mass when considering the first concept described in the section 4.1. By the end of the 

computational optimisation process, there was still time to try further optimisation by hand. A small 

amount of a better prepreg material also became available. These two circumstances led to a lighter 

solution, with 39kg of composite material. This solution also delivered more confidence because more 

load cases were regarded. The following graph shows the evolution of the composite materials mass 

with the optimisation process. 

 

Figure 5.1 – Composite mass evolution. 

The considerable mass saving from the first to the second conception (sections 4.1 and 4.2 

correspondingly) is related to the fact that considering the whole skin as structural is an over 

dimensioned solution regarding stiffness and strength but is underestimated in the stability point of view 

due to the very thin skins. If one intends to balance these two aspects (strength and stability), a hybrid 

solution should be sought. This hybrid solution is the one created in the section 4.2 due to the use of 

vinyl film.  
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6. Future work 

 

After closing the design optimisation, it is recommended to review carefully the laminate and 

assess whether it makes sense for production purposes. If so, the CAD drawings of the sailing wing 

should be updated by the design team. After this, the conditions are met to complete the moulds design. 

The next steps, which can be simultaneously done, are the producing the moulds and elaborating the 

ply books.  

Ply books, or lamination manuals, are documents in which the whole process of the lamination 

is explained. These documents include the specification of the ply shape, its orientation, the material it 

is made of and the location where it should be applied, ply by ply. These documents should also provide 

other information, namely, for instance, how the preparation of the moulds should be done (cleaning, 

applying mould release…), debulks19 and details regarding the cure.  Ply books are the documents that 

allow the production team to manufacture the sailing wing as determined by the engineering team.  

If everything goes as planned, all the needed material is ordered and received in time to avoid 

delays on the project. Having the ply books and the tools ready, the lamination of the sail components 

can start. Having all components finished, the tasks that follow are the assembly of all components, the 

inclusion of the control system (cables, shrouds, pulleys, pivots…) and the inclusion of the assembled 

sailing wing onto the catamaran.  

There are two aspects to keep in mind for improving the procedure in future catamarans and 

competitions. Attending to the magnitude of the sail span and the expected, a linear static analyses may 

be adequate for first iterations. However, before closing the design, a geometric nonlinear analysis 

would be an appropriate way to double check the results. The second aspect is related to the considered 

load cases. Regarding different loadings would affect the FE mesh because the position of the flap with 

respect to the main plane would be different. For this reason and due to the lack of time, only one 

configuration was considered and thus only one loading condition was analysed. In the future and in 

case time issues are not so serious, an envelope of loads and configurations should be considered.  

As for the finite element model, perhaps modelling the core foams with solid elements, and then 

optimising the shell elements at each side of the foam would lead to better and quicker results.  

 

                                                     

 

19 Debulk: when the component is put under vacuum conditions for having a better laminate consolidation, 
and not for curing purposes. 
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